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I want to soar away on golden
wings when my time comes, but I'll
be mummed If I want to live the rest
of my life in this tumble old log bouse,
and. fried salt
and eat Johnny-cakpork three times a day."
The deacon was waiting for an opportunity to be less good when a keen-eyed- '
young, roan of twenty-tw- o
blew
into the village. His home town was
fifty miles away, and he wasn't saying
why he left it After hanging about for
four or five days and. taking long
walks out Into the country he entered
Deacon Hardy's real estate office, one
afternoon and flung a chunk of marble
on the table and asked:
"Do you know what that 1st"
"Looks kinder like marble," waa the
reply after Inspection.
"Kinder like? Why, man alive. It's
marble for sure. And maybe you can
tell what this Is."
"It's some kind of site."
"You bet It Is, and It's a kind worth
money! It's peat And what Is that?"
"1 should say. It was. clay."
'And you'd bit It Fines kind of pot
ter's clay. And what's this?"
"More clay."
"You've hit It again. It's bookmak
er's clay and as smooth as silk. Once;
what's thlsr
sand and there's gravel."
. "There's
"Good guesser. And where did all
this come from 7"
"Dunno."
e
"Well, it's no wonder that
files in Benson county gather on you
In the summer!
Say, you haven't as
much getup about you as a blind

no.

HUNTING-

THE HEIR

e

She Was Located and the Setting Proved a Fine Opening
for a Hero.
By BRYANT C. ROGERS.

Ml. by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
In the pioneer days of a certain west-
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ern state a man named Joslah Flint
took up eighty acres of land. Thousands of other men took up land In
the same state, but there was no particular occasion that the act of so doing should pass Into history.
Joslah Flint could have taken up forest or prairie land acres that would
double in value In a year, but harassed
them all by and selected the. worst
spot In four counties. A portion of It
..as a hill and the remainder a marsh.
There wasn't even a decent site for a
cabin on the entire claim.; Joslah
might raise huckleberries on his marsh
and blackberries on his hill, but men
said he could hope for nothing better.
If he had any explanations as to why
he selected such a claim they were
lost as time went on. He and his fam-- .
ily lived in his moving wagon for a
few months and then passed on.
In ten years almost all the land In
the county was settled up except
Flint's hill and marsh.. The nearest
farmer opeaed a gravel pit at the base
of the hill, and sold enough to pay the
taxes each year, and constituted himself the agent of the absent. The county wanted to drain the swamp, and to
cut roads, but no one could find Joslah
Flint. The only Information waa that
he had gone further west.'
By and by, in the village that had
grown up two miles away, there came
to be such a thing as a real estate office. It was furnished with two chairs,
a table, a Bible and Deacon Hardy.
The deacon was one of the first settlers and a good man.
In connection with the real estate
office was a department for the sale of
"Bibles and hymn books, and where one
might subscribe for a Sunday school
paper or donate any sum he chose to
the welfare of the heathen of Africa.
There was another department de
voted to the sale of garden seeds and
roots and barks, and In this depart
ment a keg of root beer 'was always
kept on tap. Every caller was invited
to drink whether he bought land or
not. And lastly the deacon's wife held
herself ready to take orders six days a
week for mottoes of: "No Place Like
Home," at very reasonable prices and
money back If you were not suited.
With all these departments in full
swing the deacon ought to have been
a money-makebut he wasn't. Why he
wasn't was a matter that worried him
a long time and was still ' worrying
when his wife bp Id to him one eve
ning:
"Joslah, you are honest and truth
ful and conscientious!"
"I try to be, Martha," was his reply.
There are lots of other men who
are not as you are,"
"Yes, and I feel to pity 'em."
"I don't think yon need to. They
are getting new houses and barns, fine
hosses and planers, and we are right
where we was!"
"Yes," sighed Joslah. ,
'And I've thought It all over, and I
think I know what Is the matter."
"I hope you do. I didn't hardly earn
my salt this last year."
"You are too good,"
"Can a feller be too good?"
"He can, and you are a living example of It You've got to be like most
other men. You've got to get the big
end of the bargain."
"But the Bible commands "
"I know It does, but you've got to
take your chances, same as the rest.
They are trading and selling spavined
cows right
hosses and holler-horalong and expecting to go to heaven
when they die."
"I've been thinking It over, too,"
said the deacon, "but I dunno I dun- .
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Pen and Sword.
In some parte of Ireland it Is a custom among bank clerks to speak of
one another as "officers" of the bank,
but little Jim Bender, the recently Imported cockney waiter In' a County
Mayo hotel was not aware of this custom, relates the Saturday Journal.
"Have ypu seen any of our officers
here this morning?" asked a lordly
knight of the quill of Jim u few days
.

(ago.

V.

Jim glanced keenly at bU

all-th-

horse!"

after that, and young Sweeny started

out to find the heir. Luck was with
him. He had located her whereabouts
and was approaching the house where
she lived when he beheld her coming
towards him on a runaway horse.
There was a fine opening for a hero,
and he grasped It. He caught the
horse and saved Sarah's life and had a
leg broken. A hero is a hero in every
state and county of our glorious Union.
When he has a leg broken in playing
his part he is taken to the house whero
the heroine hangs out and given tbq
hall bedroom until he can once more
Jump fences. This caBe was no exception. Love came and a marriage
came, according to program.
One day Deacon Hardy got a letter
with the Kansas postmark. He read
it and took It home and laid It before
his wife.
'He says he bas found the heiress,"
she read.
"Yep,".
"He says be saved her life."
"Yep."
"He says they are married."
"Yep."
"And therefore he's the owner of the
Flint place and don't care about taking
In a partner. Deacon Hardy, did you
have any partnership papers drawn up
so that you can hold him?"
"No."
"Well, you ain't a fool! You are Just
a good man who is going to heaven
like a streak of greased lightning
when he dies, and If I'm left behind
you I'll forward your fried pork" and
johnnycake by the first express!"

"I don't know why you talk to me

Hudson River Shad.

that way," stiffly said the deacon.
You may have noticed that your
"It's because you've had a fortune shad this year was wilted and tastewithin your grasp for years, and was less and far' from the fish upon which
too much of a mossback to know It! you doted In your' childhood. For
Oh! man, what a snap you've walked once you are right. It is not that you
over!"
are growing old, but that the best
"Did you get that stuff, around shad In the business, those from our
here?"
own Hudson river, have passed out
"Almost under your nose. Let's have
Last winter the shad fishermen put
a talk."
out tbelr nets as usual. But nothing
The talk resulted In a partnership happened. The shad is a temperaThey were to buy the Joslah Flint hill mental beast, and it was thought at
and marsh and develop the minerals, first that a change In weather would
peat and other things. The deacon had brtag him around. But, wintry spring

laid by some money in his better days. came and. went without results. And
He was besides, the only man in the now the, oldest fishermen are selling
county who knew anything about Flint out and moving to other"; waters.
He knew that he bad gone to Kansas,
Just why the thistle pi the fish famand that he and his wife had died leav ily has taken a sudden dislike' to hie

ing a young girl behind them. The girl
must be of age by then. She must
have had a guardian, but he had never
made a move about the real estate.
The young man, whose name was
Edward Sweeny, was to go to Kansas
and hunt up Miss Sarah Flint and
stick right to her until she accepted an
offer. Then Hardy and Sweeny were
to buy It
"What's It wuthr asked the dea
con.
"A hundred thousand,

at least" re

plied Sweeny.-- "And what do you think we can get
It for?"
"I think she'll Jump at a thousand.'
The deacon chuckled.
Then he
sighed.. Then he groaned. Then ha
went home and said to his wife:
'Martha, It me'n and another feller
can get the old Flint place for $500
apiece and ; make over $40,000 apiece
out of It, do you think It would be
wicked?"
"I should call it good bargaining."
she replied.
"It wouldn't be laid up agin
"Look adhere, deacon, they used to
raise a heap of cattle, sheep and asses
In Biblical days, dldnt they?"
"They did."
"And they sold a heap of 'em?"
"They must have."
"Well, do you reckon anybody sold
below the market' price? Don't you
think they sold way above it when
they got a chance?"
"I should say they did."
"Of course they did, and there Isn't
a word of criticism In the Bible about

tnr

old haunts every one l at liberty to
guess. Probably the. fact that, eachyear the. Hudson Is becoming more
like a sewer, and less like a river has
something to do with the case.
At any ., rate, here passes a really
What a pleasure
famous institution.
It would be In future, years to shake
our heads before the younger genera
tlon.and sigh over the decadent shad
age! New York
of a degenerate
Tribune.

.

A Bird of a Fish Story.
Two clever klugflshers have established a home In a gravel bank within
a few rods of .Highland lake, near
Wlnsted, Conn., where fishing boats
assemble every morning. The birds
watch operations from the holes in the
bank, and when the fishermen begin
to pull In , fish, generally perch and
rock bass, the kingfishers swoop
down upon the fishermen, seizing the
fish as they are lifted above the water.
Sometimes the fish are so securely
hooked that the kingfishers cannot
but oc
snatch them from
casionally they are borne away by the
birds.. Nbw fishermen re
turning empty-bandetell stories
about "the big ones" that the birds
swiped on, them.
the-hook-

long-bille-

d
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Heredity.
"Hlgglns Is a
self-mad- e

notr

man. Is he

"He claims to be, but I do not be
lieve those bad manners of his could
ever have been acquired: be must
it"
been born so." Woman's Home
have
"Ought we to tell the gal what baa
Companion.
been dlskivered on the place?"
"Does a merchant tell us what his
Things might be worse. Suppose
kallker cost him a yard, and alnt they
milkman should be addicted to
the
every
day?"
going
to heaven
dying and
The deacon's conscience felt balmy crowing!
"Then what's the ob
"Yusslr," he answered promptly; "It Englishman.
Isn't three minutes ago since one of ject of the blooming game?
'em went .out with his swoN be'lnd Is
Trying to Be Resigned.
ear!"
"80 you've lost your nice pussy cat"
sympathised grandma, hearing sad
Beyond His Understanding.
The Englishman waa attending hU news. "Too bad! I know bow you
first ball gams. He seemed very loved him. You miss him dreadfully.
uneasy after the fifth Inning and I suppose?" "Oh, yes, I miss him
John replied, with
finally said to bis American friend: some,"
"I say, old chap, when do they serve an air of chastened sorrow, "but then,
the tea?" "They don't serve tea at grandma, sluce I've heard so much
a ball gams," laughed the American. about this germ business 1 try to
"No tea between, lnninfi?" gasped the think It's Just as well."
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DISHES WITHOUT MEAT LESS
ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE DUR
ING THE HOT WEATHER.
As Nourishment

HOUSEWORK

IN SUMMER

Take Up the Heavy Carpets Remove
Unnecessary Furniture, and
Get Rest.
You are not human if you do not try
to get through the warm season with
as little work as poBtsible. To do this.

Without Heating Is
first have a grand housecleaning; elimthe Object to Be Attained These
inate all of the unnecessarles.
Recipes Are Particularly
Don't leave a heavy, thick napped
Valuable Just Now.
rug on your living room or dining
Something that will nourish with room this summer, for they are de
Ev
out heating is the demand in the way cidedly out of place and look hot. temeryone recognizes the value of
of edibles at this season.
Spinach Eggs Four eggs, spinach, perament, and much depends on how
cool your home looks.
white sauce, butter, cream.
Take up the heavy rugs and carpets.
Cut in halves four hard boiled eggs
either leave the floor bare or put
tnd rub the yolks through a sieve. Sea and
son some cooked spinach with a little down some sort of Inexpensive coverRag rugs that are woven in many
butter and cream and fill the whites of ing.
pretty
designs are practicable and
eggs
the
with the mixture. Place In a
rugs
buttered baking dish and pour over the much used. Old fashioned braided
grass
whole a good wbtte sauce. Use the are also In vogue, while Jute or easily
yolks for a garnish over the top and rugs, beeldes being pretty, are
kept clean.
brown In a quick oven.
You probably do not care to go to
Escalloped Tomato Two cups of to
expense of buying expensive curthe
matoes, two cups of bread crumbs.
tains,
but take down the heavy ones
cup of butter, salt and you
used in the winter and then, after
pepper.
you have packed them away where you
Cook the tomatoes with the season
to get
ing until tender. Into tbe melted but can't get at them, you will have seems
new ones. No living room
ter stir tbe crumbs, but do not let homey
without curtains, but draperies
them brown. Place In a buttered cas
or even
serole or pudding dish alternate layers can be made of muslin, scrim
of the tomatoes and crumbs until all cheesecloth.
every unnecessary piece
are used. Let the last layer be crumbs of Now take out
of the rooms, so they
furniture
'
and bake to a light, golden brown.
appear
and stuffy. The porwon't
hot
Bean Fricassee One pound of mar
dining
row beans, one tablespoon of butter. tieres betweengo. tbe parlor and
one cup of milk or cream, mushroom room should
Now that everything is arranged and
or tomato catsup, vinegar, pepper and
in order, there is something else for
salt, minced parsley.
you to remember. Where the fly Is,
Boil the beans until tender and
heat will be also. They make
drain. Brown the bitter In a frying there
pan and add the beans, stirring until you seem hot, so do away with this
creature.
,
thoroughly seasoned with the butter. troublesome
much as
as
Keep
closed
house
the
Dry and add a little minced parsley. possible during
the heat of the day.
salt and pepper. Stir in tbe milk or Then, In the evening,
open all the wincream and let It stew for a few min dows
.". Alyays" remember,
utes, then season with mushroom or too, and doors'..
that a cool hcJus isa clean one'
tomato catsup and a little vinegar.
Industrialist,
Kansas
Corn Chowder Two cups of sweet
corn, four cups of milk, four cups of
"v
T T
diced potatoes, two tablespoons of butter, one onion, eight soda crackers.
salt and pepper, two cups of boiling
water...
Put half of the batter Into a sauce-naadd the onion sliced and let cook
slowly for five minutes. Then add the
potatoes and the corn'... with two. cups
Fish to be crisp should not be covof boiling water. Let cook for twenty ered while cooking.
Odd bits of soap, when boiled, make
minutes and add the milk, the remain
der of the butter and salt and pepper an excellent shampoo Jelly.
Medicine bottles, drink or food,
to taste. Break the soda crackers In
to a dlish and pour the chowder over should not be uncovered in the sickroom.
them. Serve at once.
Lamp burners, if boiled in weakened vinegar will burn much brightPlum Rock.
Simmer gently together In an enam er.
eled sauce pan one quart of fine ripe
Marble should be washed with amMums and one cup each of sugar and monia and water rather than soap.
When serving large red apples
water. When the fruit Is tender remove the stones, drain off the sirup whole on the table polish tbem with
nd put the pulp Into a bowl. Return olive oil.
A few drops of rosewater added to
he sirup to the sauce pan and when
boiling hot dissolve Into It one-hal- f
almonds will prevent their oiling
ounce of gelatine which has been soft when chopped.
A clam shell placed inside tbe tea
cup of cold water.
ened In one-hal-f
Stir until the gelatine Is thoroughly kettle will prevent the formation of
dissolved, then add tbe plum pulp, lime on the kettle.
cup of " blanched almonds
f
After peeling onions, rub your
coarsely chopped, snd If not sweet hands with celery or parsley. It will
enough a little more sugar. Mix all counteract the odor.
To cool an oven when baking, nevwell together and pour the mixture
into a square mold. When quite cold er open tbe door, but remove one of
and firm and time to serve cut it care the plates over the oven.
fully into neat blocks, pile them Ir
Don't Boll Vegetables.
regularly around the sides of a glass
Food experts long ago pointed out
dish and fill up the center with whipped, sweetened cream. Serve with any the very small quantity of mineral
material in
matter and
light cake.
succulent vegetables. Now Josephine
C. Berry, a household expert and food
Porch Cushions.
Clover, cattail, hops and shredded. scientist, bas found that when such
corn busks make splendid fillings for vegetables bb spinach, cabbage and
cushions. The first cushion should be carrots are boiled they lose, about half
a white linen embroidered with clover of the small amount of mineral conblossoms and green leaves. A large stituents which they contain. Spincrane of gray amid the green leaves. ach, for example, gave up more than
and blosepnjlng brown cattail Ja SO per cent, of its mineral constitt
cushion. ..The uents, and cabbage AO per cent. As
suitable' or.
hop leaf and flower are both graceful. the loss of mineral matter In these
and., would, look neat embroidered on foods makes tbem leBs nutritious, the
dark green.,, dehlra. - Corn flowers problem "of retaining these mineral
should adorn. the cushion cover of the parts of tbe food assumes some Importance. Farm and Fireside.
husk cushion.
one-quart-

HOUSEHOLD

-

Questions

one-hal-

bone-butldln-

tbe-nex-

,

To Clear Soup.
Many housewives dislike to strain
soup. This discovery may make It
eaBler:
Pour the soup, while hot,

To Make Stove Polish Stick.
Would you like to know bow

to

make stove polish blacker, glossier
and more durable? Here Is an excelthrough a muslin cloth which has lent method: Try mixing the polish
Just been wrung out of Ice water with turpentine Instead of water, apWhen It has all been strained, beat plying It In the usual manner. The
turpentine prevents ruBt.
again and serve.
Bath Mittens.
may be
Very good bath mittens
made from the good parts of rough
towels. Each child may thus have
one. thus making the morning rub

murb mora comfortable.

Breadcrumbs for Cooking.
always use breadcrumbs Instead ot
cracker crumbs for frying or for covering the tops of entrees. You will
find this very good, ao It does not absorb tbe moisture and become soggyj
I
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MANAGER

YOUNGEST

PLAYERS

IN

PAINFUL, IKYING
TIMES

MAJOR LEAGUES
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However, the girl scout seems to be
quite Inevitable.
t
As a last resort for fads women
Bow making their own shoes.

are

Old fashioned people like to think

Housework Is
hard enough for
a healthy woman. The wife
who has a bad
back, who is
weak or tired
all the time,
finds her duties
a heavy burden.
Thousands ot
nervous, d 1 s
couraged, sickly women have
traced
their
troumes to sick
"EvtrtVicittfiTtlls
kidney
have
siorf" .
found quick and thorough relief
through using Doan's Kidney Pills.
of
The painful, trying time
woman's life are much easier to
bear if the kidneys are well.

Bresnahan Praises Men Who Can

si

Deliver When Needed.
Substitute Catcher for Chicago Cuba
Praises Frank Schulte, Outfielder,
and Heine Zimmerman, Slugging Third Baseman.

about the days before the tango.

In baseball there are two kinds of
nerve, according to Roger Bresnahan,
Whenever women make up their
substitute Cub catcher. One Is posminds to wear trousers they will.
sessed tiy the type of player who bulmen on the field, has a weak
The elevator man who Inherited lies
when he Is asked to go to the
heart
1100,000 probably is having his "ups
plate In the ninth Inning with a man
now.
on third and drive home the run that
will win the game. The other is the
you
your
shopping
do
Christmas
It
pugilistlo
player
you
win avoid some of the rush tactics, who refrains from
bow,
has
steel,
a
but
of
takes
heart
tater on.
a viselike grip on the bat and grlta
teeth when the responsibility of
Cuke Ludwlg of Bavaria tias tired of his
scoring a run is put up to him.
his morganatic wife. He is eighty-twBresnahan declares the first Is the
and fussy.
easiest to beat in a game and the sec
ond is the fellow who makes compe
n
Occasionally you will Ond a good
keen all the time.
who doesn't take much interest tition
Bob Bescher, left fielder of the Cin
In baseball.
cinnati team, struck Bresnahan last
TM surest way of enjoying summer year In the Jaw, after a game of ball,
the fielder struck out in a
resorts is to stay at home and read because
pinch when a long fly or a single
about them.
meant a victory. It was while dis
The way to avoid a split Infinitive is cussing this episode that Bresnahan
to write it the way you don't think it defined the two kinds of nerve in
baseball.
ought to go.
"There are two kinds of nerve In
The shopgirl has one advantage this game," said Bresnahan, "and I
ever the housewife. She gta a vaca- profess to have only one. I'll admit
Bescher took a solid punch at me.
tion, anyhow.
I stood for It. There may be a lot of
fellows playing ball today who can
The cruel critic of the
college graduate is seldom able to trim me off the field, but when it
comes to matching brains and nerve
five him a Job.
during a game I think I can hold my
It Is hard to resist the temptation own with any of them.
"BeBcher was up in the ninth In
to look at the thermometer when you
ning In a pinch, when just a little sinknow It's soaring.
gle would have given the Reds the
Mr. Morgan is now said officially to game. He was aware that it was up
bave left only $100,000,000. However, to him to rap out the hit that would
turn the tide. But he was as nervous
he left all he had.
as a cat. I Joshed him about it and
During the hot weather the tango Is he took it seriously. That was how
laid among the moth balls. Few care the argument started. That was exactly what I was looking for, because
If It never comes back.
It won tbe game for me. He struck
Rochester has barred split skirt. out in the pinch and that was what
And peekaboo waists, but bathing (ults made him angry.
"Frank Schulte la about the best
till are in good form.
example of the man with the nerve In
Massachusetts man ate seventeen a pinch I know of in the league today.
Mggs at a single sitting.
There's no
hog like a hog with money.
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California Caae

Mrs. H. Walsh, m Tenth Avn., Ban Francisco,
Cal., says: "I hud such sharp, shuotlnir patns
Hi rough mr kidneys. It seemed that a knife wero
being thrust Into me. Mr back wns so lamn I
con la hardly stoop. Doan's Kidney Plllscnred me
after dootorB failed. lbaYoba4D.otroublealnoe.'
Get Doan'a at Any Store. SOe Boa

o

DOAN'S WiV

CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

clt-ise-

new-fledge- d

It appears that the unmuzzled dog
la about as dangerous as the gun that
Bobody knows is loaded.
King Oeorge of England says wom-

en must not ride astride. He
ing much out of a side issue.

is mak-

Still, If there were no rain where
the dollars come from to buy
(tickets to the baseball game?
In putting over an ethical eugenlo
Is Boston attempting to
interest in matrimony?

Have you noted the shortage of files
this summer? And the excess of mos
quitoes? However, go on swatting.

Wk

i

A New York wife blames her hus
band because she has lost her beauty,
He'll probably swear she had none to
lose.

An honest porter in New York who
returned to the owner $8,000 he had
found was given a $50 check, which
he discovered to be worthless. Thus
Is virtue encouraged to be Us own
reward.

Not many of the native women of
America will agree with that newl
arrived immigrant lr New York whi
thought she could marry as many met
as she pleased because America ia i
tree country.

JF YOU HAVE.
no appetite, Indlirestlon, Flatulence, Sick
Headache, ail run down" or losing flesh, you

V

V

W

WW v

'

v' :

I

Tuffs

is

you need. They tone up the weak
(tomach and build up tb flacking energies.

lust what

She Gave It Away.
A woman wants to get rid of her
husband's old clothes In the spring,
and he wants to save about five suits
in case he goes fishing. He never

Jo

goes fishing, but he hates to part with
the old clothes. Mr. and Mrs. Wombat were having the annual, battle.
"I think I'll give away this old suit,
dear. It's seven years old."
"But I might want to wear that
suit to go fishing in."
"Not this suit. This is a dress
suit, dear." Exchange.

Birmingham, Successful Leader of Cleveland Team.

Joe Birmingham 1 the youngest
manager in the major leagues, being
years of age. He
but twenty-sevefirst gave evidence of his ability as a
diamond leader last year, when Harry
Davis was let out after a disastrous
experience as pilot of the Cleveland
team. Davis, supposed to be a keen
baseball general, having been- - the
right-hanman of Connie Mack on the
Athletics for a number of years, was
placed in charge of the Clevelands at
the beginning of the campaign in 1912,
although the Cleveland fans wanted
George Stovall, who had made good in
the latter part of the season of 1911,
retained. Davis got away to a poor
start and matters kept going from bad
to worse. Finally In the closing days
of August Davis threw up the job of
managing the team and Joe Birmingham was called Into the breach. Un- n

der Birmingham the club took a big
brace and won 26 out of the last 32
games it played. So well did Birmingham fill the bill that he was given the managerial position again this
season. He Justified the high hopes
entertained for him as a manager by
producing an organization that has
been a winner from the beginning of
the season, and given every promise
for continuing bo.
Joe Birmingham 1 a New York
state boy, hailing from Elmira. He
first made his mark as a diamond star
n
as a member of the
team in the New
York State league. He was signed by
the Cleveland team and made good
from the start in fast company. Joe
la a fine batsman, a fast fielder' and
one of the best throwing outfielders in
the game.
Gloversville-Am-sterdam-Johnstow-

Not Sure About His Record.
Charles Smith, a Jovial negro, was
arraigned before Judge Fawcett in the
county court, Brooklyn, on a minor
charge.
"Smith," said the court, "did you
ever commit a crime before?"
The negro pondered a moment
"Well, yo' honah,',' he answered slowly, "Ah can't 'zactly say, but Ah done
got married one time."
Must Be Ranked as Deserter.
Unhappy he., who desires to die so
long as there remains to him one sacrifice to make, one joy to create, troubles to prevent, tears to dry. Madame
Swetchine..
Difference.

"My friend says he has a runabout
In Ws mind's eye."
"Why, I thought you had those

The clouds of other people are always the ones in which we can discern the silver lining.

A woman always looks on the bright
side of a mirror.
David Jones, who played In Detroit'
outfield for seven years, was born in
The Giant refuse to stop winning.
Cambria, Wis., June 80, 1880. He was
a member of the Dixon college nine in
Mattlck appears to be a sparkling
Triumph
1900 and the next year joined the profielder.
fessional ranks as a member of the
Of Cookery
expect
Manager McOraw
Rockford team of the Three Eye
Jim
league. At the close of the season Thorpe to be a regular in hi line
Jones joined the Milwaukee club and up next season.
after taking part In fourteen games
was sold to the St. Louis Browns.
Morlarlty of tbe Tigers 1 regarded
Davy refused to report to the Brown
by many American league catchers
and jumped to the Chicago National. as one of the most dangerous men on
After playing three seasons with the the paths.
Cubs He was released to Minneapolis
In 1905. The following year he reManager Evera of tbe Chicago Cubs
turned to the big show as a member I said to be contemplating making
Many deliciout
dishes
of the Detroit Tigers. He held down Catcher Archer the regular first base
liave
from
been
made
a gardener' Job with the Tigers until man of the Cubs.
i
sLOl
Indian
by
Corn
the
this spring, when he was released to
Ty Cobb is flirting with trouble
the Chicago White Sox. The White
ingenuity of the ex
and
again. . He la-- arranging for a barnSox recently released him to Toledo.
pert cook. '
storming tour to California next fail,
and ha been sounding player
on
Falkenberg's 8ecret
But none of these creaproposition.
The secret of the comeback of Fred the
tions excels Post ToaSt-le- s
P. Falkenberg, according to the Naps
Charlie Deal; Ed
Walter
in tempting the palate.
themselves, Is his success in swearing Scott, Bob Troy, PaulOnslow,
Hunter and
off on tobacco in all forms. For years, Lefty
were sent up to the big
up to the time that the Naps left the show Clauss
"Toasties" are a luxby tbe South Michigan league
southland for the north In the early last year and the only one of the half
ury that make a delightspring, Falkenberg was rarely seen dozen who stuck is Claus, who 1
ful
with
economy.
off the field without a pipe or a cigar
Tigers.
the
In his mouth. But on the Jaunt north
The first package tells
he had a bunch to cut out the tobacA former member of the Naps, Harits own slory.
co, and now he Is advocating the ry
Nile, is said to have pulled tbe
habit, to all tbe other biggest
"bone" in all history. His
"The Memory Lingers"
members of the Cleveland team. teat of catching a long fly in the last
Fred claims he is getting stouter and half of the ninth with bases full, on
Sold by Grocers,
attributes it entirely to his
out, Cleveland two runs ahead and
rule.
running to the club house after the
oaten seta a mark that many' may
Poitum Crrest Company, I bulled,
Clyde Milan, Orlffltb's star outfield- strive (or . hut few will bop
BaitkCncs, Mich., 0. S. A.
to
er, is now hitting as go&d aa ever.
reach.

A

'

It Is almost a tragedy when a damsel with a stunning figure lacks the
means to spend a week or two at the
eashore.

That man who went Into an uncon
trollable SDasm of laurhter nvnr
Venerable vaudeville Joke has now
gone crazy. Doesn t this call for offl
cial regulation of cold storage stage
humor?

fnrYOt'ROWN ailment. Don't Mnd a cent,
AbxnlutelyFREE. No'followup'clrculart. Dr LECLERO
MKD. Co, HAVEK&TOCK KD, UaMPSTKAO, LoNDOW.iiNa.

If

Former Detroit Tiger Outfielder Goes
Back to American Association
for the 8econd Time.

kissed made a boast and not a confes
sion.

Exchange says that people who
marry late In life are well shaken
before taken. But the married man
will tell you that he Is pretty well
shaken all the time.

isrzs&s:
THERAPION
it'i thercmfly

JONES RELEASED TO TOLEDO

It Is explained that those Princeton
anion who said they had never been

There Isn't much excuse for the
when they go
wrong. They have three guesses
very day.

inbtructivs

thk

things on your finger."

noted pianist is about to retire
after accumulating a big fortune. This
phows one effect, at least, of harmony,
A

weather forecasters
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FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS.

If you (eel 'OUT OF SOKIS 'RUH DOWN'or'GOT IHk HLUKS'
SUPPF.R from KIDNKY, BLADDER, NERVOUS DISEASKS,
ERUPTIONS. PILESt
CHRONIC WKAKNKSSES.Ul-CEHS.SKIbook,
most
write for my
WKniCAL BOOK EVER WRITTEN, IT TELLS ALL bOUt the
R FM ARK ABLE CURES
EFFECTED by
fiFASF.S and

Roger Bresnahan.
Tou never see Frank argue or dispute
with any one, nor you never heard
of bis having a battle on the street.
But you have seen him go up to tbe
plate with runners on the bases in
the ninth inning, smash out a single
or extra base hit off the best pitchers
in the league and win the game. He
is the type of man to have ori a team
"Heine Zimmerman appears to be
extremely boisterous and rough, but
he is a corking good man in a pinch
because he is stubborn. He is too
arrogant to have it said that he lost
his nerve, and It is just that bit of
pride that makes him to great a
player."

Post
Toasties
-

.

er

Leading

Hitter.

Four American leaguers are hitting
about the .400 average, while only two
National leaguers have so far been
able to comb the ball for this extra
Mgh percentage.

Tbe four leaders in
the younger organisation are Collins,
ill; Speaker, .468; SchaUer. .46$, and
Compton, .400; Vlox. with .435, and
Millar, .42$, ar blaiinf tbt way la tba
National

anti-nicotin- e

anti-tobacc-
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SYNOPSIS.
Comtesse Ellse, daughter of the govern-or.Ai- ?
e Mount, has chance encounter
with a peasant boy. The "Mount," a small
d
Island, stood In vast bay on
the northwestern coast of France, and
during the time of Louis XVI. was a government stronghold. Develops that the
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur
nobleman. Young Dentin run determines to secure an education and become
a gentleman: sees the governor's daughter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns
arter seven years' schooling, and entertains many nobles. Her Ladvshlp dances
with strange fisherman, and a call to
arms Is made In an effort to capture a
myJteUous 1,8 "elgneur Nolr. He escapes.
dyEllse Is caught In the "Grand" tide.
lie Black Seigneur rescues and takes
Jher
to his retreat. Ellse discovers that
her savior was the boy with
the fish.
Sanches. the Seigneur's servant, Is arrested and brought before the governor.
Lady Ellse has Sanchez set free. Seigneur and a priest at the "Cockles."
a
tells Desaurac
Ladv Ellse betrayed him, but Is that
not believed. The
Seigneur plans to release prisoners at the
Mount. Lady Ellse pleads with her father to spare the lives of condemned prisoners. Disguised as a peasant Lady
Ellse mingles with the people and hears
some startling
facts.
A mysterious
Mountebank starts a riot. He is arrested
nd locked up after making close observations of the citadel, and Is afterwards
summoned before the governor's daughter. The governor enters the room during
the Interview with the Mountebank
As a
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank Is released by order of the governor. Desaurac overpowers guard and dons
uniform. The Seigneur successfully
guards and finds the "Great
the Jailer, forced to
f.sses the Jacques,
wheel and bring up enemies of
rock-boun-

c,

San-che-

CHAPTER XXII (Continued).
More stealthily now he began to
study his companion In the wheel,

while a question, suddenly occurring,
reiterated itself in his brain. This
man who was he? And what did he
know of the mountebank, or his, Jacques', dealings with the clown? That
his captor was no soldier of the rock,
or belonged there, the hunchback felt
by this time assured, and. a. growing
suspicion of the other's identity
brought home with new force to the
dwarf the thankless part chance, perhaps, had assigned to him in that
night's work. And at the full realization of the consequences, should his
surmise prove correct what 'must ultimately happen to himself in that
event, when unwilling
at
the wheel should become known almost had ho again reached the desperate point of calling out; but at
that moment a turn in the wheel
brought to the fevel of the aperture,
the car. In It, or clinging thereto,
were "a number of figures who, as soon
as the rope stopped, sprang noiselessly to the platform.
"Seigneur, we hardly dared hope "
"We obeyed orders, but "
Gazing through the spokes of the
wheel, and listening to their whispered

"8elgneur, We Hardly Dared Hope"
exclamations, any lingering doubt as
to who his captor was could no longer
be entertained
by the hunchback.
s
These
took no pains to
conceal it; even when ithe dwarf's
presence became known to them and
unceremoniously was he dragged forth
they displayed a contemptuous disregard of him as a factor to interfere,
not calculated to dull the edge of bis
apprehension! Too late now might be
refjret that pusillanimity
that had
caused him to draw back from an immortal role; already was the car again
descending!
It came up loaded; went down onoe
nore, reappeared. On the little plat-new-comer-

.
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form now were more than a dozen
men assembled, but to Jacques this
force looked multiplied. Amid the
confusion of his thoughts, vaguely
could he hear orders given; caught
something about the need for quiet,
haste, overpowering the guard; then
saw the door open, and the men, like
shadows, go out; leaving him alone.
No? with two black figures; ominous;
armed. He could see the glitter of
their weapons, and ventured to move
his thick tongue, when, fiercely silenced, he crouched down; waited,
with hands clenched, an interminable
period; until faintly from afar sounded the note of a night-bird- .
Roughly Jerked to his feet, between
them he, walked to the door; heard it
close; stepped out Into the night.
Many times had he made his way between wheel-rooand guard-house- ,
but now the route seemed strange,
and, looking around near the structures at the entrance to his dungeons
Jacques shook his head as If to rid
his brain of some fantasy. But the
scene did not change; the guard-housremained familiar; unlike, with unknown faces peering from It, and an
imperious voice Issuing commands to
him, once unquestioned commander
here!
And comprehending what was being
said, he struck his breast violently;
with curses would have answered that
the keys were his own; the dungeons,
too, and what they held, and that he
would never lead them there; never
open these doors! But this grim, savage, determined band beat -- down his
arms, and his courage; and, with the
shadow ''of the grave again before
him, the dwarf walked on; past the
stable Into the guard-house- ,
where familiar forms once had been seated,
and into the passage leading to the
dungeons beyond.
e

CHAPTER XXIII.
At the Verge of the Aperture.
The footfall of the Black Seigneur,
near the guard-housof the dungeons,
was measured, yet noiseless, as be
stepped on the soft earth, alongside
the stone walk, now toward the passage in the direction of the wheel-room- ,
then back into the little square. That
his thoughts, however, moved not In
accord with that deliberate stride, the
brows Impatiently knit, and the quick
glances he continued to cast over his
shoulder, bore testimony.
Stopping at length near the Tour
Bernard, he looked fixedly down at the
town, wrapped In a stillness that
should have reassured htm'. Nevertheless he appeared not satisfied; and
had stepped out Into the court again,
when some sound he heard, or fancied,
sent him quickly to an embrasure In
the wall. From this opening formerly for cannon In defense of the
fenlls, and the pouialn, or planking for
the Jioistlng of goods he leaned far
out, his glance instinctively turning
toward the barracks, some distance to
the right and far below. As he stood
thus, that which had first attracted
his attention the sound of a voice
giving orders was repeated; at the
same time where had been only darkness now shone many windows, while
to the left, near the entrance he had
passed after leaving the stable, lights
began to dance like fireflies.
At these signs of activity and the
sounds breaking the general quietude,
an exclamation fell from bis lips; then,
pausing only a moment to listen and
observe, he sprang toward the guardhouse. Crossing the threshold, defined by a faint glimmer from a distant corner, he made his way past several motionless forms. Into a low passage beyond. Here he called out impatiently; but from those depths, leading down Into the dungeons where Sis
comrades had gone, no answer was re- -'
turned. His voice, hollow, mocking,
seemed stifled In a tomb; more loudly he shouted; walked farther In, when
an indistinct response was followed by
t
a
of light, and, ere long, by
the bearer of a little lamp, Sanchez.
"The others?"
At the bead of a
dark stairway Into which he would In
advertently have plunged, bad he gone
lariuer, me oiacs seigneur comromea
the man, as he approached.
"They will soon be here," said the
old servant, springing up the steps and
walking after bis master, who bad already turned back toward the guard
room. "Jacques curse him!" put- - '
e

pin-poin-
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were turned aside, one or two of
were caught In the ponderous mechanism, and, before those at
tacking him had recovered from their
surprise, the blade of the Black Seigneur shot In and out; to the right, t9
the left. Those ahead fell back upoof
their comrades; two, however, were
unable to withdraw, and sank to the
ground before the wheel. A third;
with his hand to his throat and making strange sounds, staggered back to
the wall.
Momentarily disconcerted, the others hesitated. "In the fiend's name,
fear ye one man?" shouted an authorichez.
tative voice.
"A devil!"
"Get in!"
"No!" was the obdurate reply, when
"'Tls the Black Seigneur! I had
the Black Seigneur made a sign; good sight of him."
hands reached up, seized Sanchez, and
"Beat! beat!
a moment later the car started down.
'Mid marsh-mucand mire"
The line strained; as It played out,
now running free about the stanchion, came in mocking tones from behind
then stopping with jerks, the man In the wheel.
the wheel-housalmost looked to see
"The mountebank!"
It part. The hempen strand, however,
"Sucre tonnerre! But mountebank,
proved, sound; held its human freight; or outlaw, you shall pay! This way!"
but another danger pressed near.
And at the unprotected side of the
Scarcely had the car begun its down- wheel the commandant
sought to
ward Journey than an attack, indica- bring the issue to a conclusion. One
tions of Whose approach had not been blade the Black Seigneur struck down,
wanting, manifested Itself without. Be- while his own weapon retorted with,
neath a sudden, savage asBault, the more effect, though as It did so, andoor shook; yet engrossed at the line, other soldier made a lunge, and his
every muscle strained, the man at the sword entered the shoulder of the man
stanchion heeded not Swiftly, me- behind the wheel. A shout of triumph
chanically he worked, apparently as that fell from the lips of the Govunconscious of the clamorous soldiers ernor's trooper was, however, abruptwithout as of a silent presence within ly checked; lurching forward with the)
some one that had been concealed in stroke, ere he could recover,
somethe little store-rooadjoining, open- thing heavy a brass hilt beat like a
ing into the wheel-house- ,
and now hammer on his head and be dropped
peered out; but at once drew back, as, to his knees. The others pressed
with a crash, the door fell In.
closer; but with the detperation of a
At first, in the comparative dark- man resolved to sell his lite dearly,
ness, with only the sky at the aperture the Black Seigneur fought on; regardstaring them In the face, the
less of cut and thrust, was holding the
black figures paused, uncertain; narrow entrance, when from the rear,
lights soon were pushed forward, how- somewhere, came the report of a fireever, and then could they see the great arm.
wheel going round, unwinding the
"Back! Stand back!"
rope; the man at the stanchion.
Those nearest the wheel, not un"The prisoners! He's letting them willing, perhaps, to desist, drew away;
down."
other detonations followed and smoke
"Cut the line!"
filled the place, obscuring the gaze.
Some one with a knife rushed for In the yellow fog they watted; until
ward, severed the strand; but at that first It was swept aside close to the
moment the car touched the bottom. opposite wall by a draft of air from
Then did the solitary man at the rope the aperture of the adjoining storefor the first time awaken to his own room, and the commandant, in an efsituation; with a backward sweep of fort to see, moved Impatiently forthe arm he struck so fiercely the fore- ward. Ere, however, he could reach
most of those to rush at him that the the wheel, near the threshold of the

but, even In that moment of danger,
not one of them moved, or made sign
of Impatience. Some must go; others remain, and stoically they awaited
the word of their leader.
"Down with all of you! I'll let you
out the line," taking a turn with the
rope around a stanchion near the
wall, "and then come down myself."
The command was unexpected; for
the first time those that had never
questioned their leader's authority,
hesitated, and more sharply was the
order
repeated;
whereupon they
obeyed; all save one.
"I'll let It out myself," said San

ting out his light In obedience to a
gesture from the other "fumbled
with the keys; pretended he couldn't
find the right ones! So It took longer to open the doors." v
"The prisoners?"
"I left our men working at the last
dungeon to come on ahead to let you
know you might soon expect them."
"Soon," Ironically, "may be too late."
"You mean ?"
"The hue and cry is out! I have
long been expecting it; I do not understand why It didn't come before;
unless a mountebank, locked up, was
considered
safe enough
for the

night"

"Then some one knew ?"
"Some one?" A bitter laugh was
quickly suppressed on the young man's
lips. "Hark! Listen!"
"Sounds below! the soldiers!" ex
claimed Sanchez, and started toward
the window to look out, only to fall
quickly back.
"What Is it?" With his hand on the
other's shoulder, the Black Seigneur
whispered the question.
"A face! At the window!"
"So soon? The hounds are quicker
than I thought! Or," drawing his
sword, "it may be only one or two in
advance. In that case "
But no enemy, single or plural, met
their view, either in front, or at the
only the
side of the guard-housdarkness, void, empty, and the bare
rampart wall winding around the head
of the Mount like a monster guardian
dragon, asleep at his post.
"Here is no one!"
"No one! Yet am I sure I saw"
"A shadow!" answered the other
"And we have nothing worse to fight!"
"Some one was there, Seigneur,"
stubbornly, "and fled!"
"Eh bien! He's gone!" '
"He? It looked like
"Back with you, quick! Is this a
time for lalk? Call those who can
come if they
would save their

e
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necks!"

"Here they are now," exclaimed the
servant, and, as he spoke, the first of
their men, blowing out the light he
carried, ran quickly across the
and Into the open air. Oth'
ers hastily followed, until the gathering, swelled by those brought with
them from the dungeons, stood ex
pectantly before the little stone struc
ture.
"All the prisoners are here?"
"All!"
"To the wheel-housthen!"
But as they hastened across the
square and Into the narrow way, the
Black Seigneur again spoke to the
man Just ahead:
"The hunchback?"
"We left him below, locked up In
the Devil's Cage!"
"The Devil's Cage! Quelle bonne
plalsanterle! Although," looking back.
"it may cost us dear!"
And Indeed, behind the sound of pur
suit came nearer; the iclatter of sol
dlers' feet grew louder,' until, reaching
the little square and the guard-housall tumult suddenly ceased. A momentary silence, strange, ominous,
was broken by a din of voices, as the
flaring here and there of torches
high
reflections
threw grotesque
against the grim background of black
masonry.
To those now within the wheel-room- .
the cause of that abrupt clamor was
not difficult to divine; his Excellency's
soldiers "had found the sentinels over
powered In the guard-house- !
Would
the former stop to Investigate; search
first those subterranean passages? Already had the prisoners, the weaker
of the Black Seigneur's men, filled the
car, or hung clinging to the rope
above; already was the wheel turning
almost before the key had turned In
the lock at the entrance.
"Seigneur!"
"Sanchez?"
,
we
y "When we left the wheel-roomciosea me aoor.
"When we got back,
A footfall without interrupted, followed by the sound of a hand at the
door, and other steps drawing near.
"Jacques!" An expectant voice
spoke; waited; called louder. Then
those outside listened; some one exclaimed, and hurried footsteps retreated toward the guard-housthey died away, in the wheel-rooA
the car came up for the second
time empty, and Inquiringly the men
there looked from one to the other;
guard-chambe-

it"
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The Blade of the Black Seigneur Shot
fellow fell, hitting hard the stone floor.

Those nearest stumbled,, and drawing
his sword, with a thrust of point or
blow of hilt, the Black Seigneur, for a
moment withstood the first confused
then extricated himself
and leaped to the narrow space behind
the wheel. Here was he protected behind by the wall; at one end, by the
masonry Jutting out, while, at the other, only one or two could attack at the
same time. But In front, through the
spokes of the broad wheel, they might
well hope to teach him.
At once the soldiers sprang forward, when, seizing the wheel, the
man behind, with a savage Jerk, set it
In motion. The words thrust at him

In and Out.

he felt his arm suddenly
seized.
"Look, listen!"
store-roo-

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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8he Wanted to Know.
colored girl had
Just been Installed as housemaid. Having eyed a patent bottle with much
curiosity for some time she asked
her mistress: "And what sort o'
thing is dat, ma'am?" "That," replied
madam, "la a bottle that will keep
things hot or cold."
"Land sake,
honey I" exclaimed the astonished
darky, "bow Is it gwlne to know
h wt
whether you want It to lie
hot or COld?" Ladles' l!f,u.H I i.;m,.ii
An Inexperienced
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Iceland at last is to have a
railway. The enterprise is s. nail
to begin with, consisting of a
freight belt line around
the city and harbor of the capi- tal, Reikiavik; but it Is thought
that once a beginning 13 Ma'de
a railway rtiniiiitg across to
Thinevalla will be built Two
hundred men will be employed
and it will cost" $500,000. The
line will be done in 1916, It is
private enterprise. Iceland lies
155 miles from Greenland and
over 500 mile" from Norway. It
is about the size of Virginia or
Kentucky and has more than
h:;
ou,uuu population.

There is still a few 6hoes and
hatu loft at I Tv Bell's Store
that hw is tlifclng ouC al cott
and below, also a few coats and
vests traveling the same road.
You had better go by and look
them over before they arc all
advi
gone.
Jeff I), White&nd Dirjk llaper,
who wwe accused of placing
poison on the ranch of J. W.
Sexton, about 17 miles north
west of here, were given a trial
before Judge Dabbs of Roswell
on Wednesday the wra ana
were bound over to the action
of the grand jury in the sum of
$750 t ach.

six-mil-
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II. F. Jones of Amanita, Tex.
Cittern Filters Do Not Remove Germs.
On July 18th, Roswell held
is visiting his grandfather John
re
which
probition election
Cisterns that are properly con
W lhk whit you want in thii lino, Tank, Well Casing,
F. Jones of this place this week. the
vote
for
in
cast
suited
a total
structed and revolve rain'
Watering Trouj hi. Repair work neatly and promptly done.
443
is
prohibition
A.
in
Texico
and
Newburn
total
of
generally
waJ.
from roofs
of
afford
the community 'this week visit vote cast against prohibition of ter of good sanitary quality, but
Mose GOO Giving the "Wets" a ma- - if water of doubtful quality is
ing his brother-in-laHill.
jority of 256 votes- stored in cisterns the supply is
wi
The
licens
ordinance
of course not safti for domestic
W. B. Scott went to Roswell probably be introduced at the useFilters vfeed in connection
Friday on business, returning
j
i
t
i
or.
coume
meeting
next
regular
with cisterns are or. value in
Tuesday.
SACrtAMENTG, CALIFORNIA
ncil, which is Tuesday Aug 5. making the' water clear but are
W. P. Littlefield returned
Value
removing
no
disease
of
in
Capital lald up $300,080. Pollclea that Fit the People.
FOR SALE.
Many cisterns, are di
home Saturday from a few days
germs.
1013 Model, Motor Cycles and
&
visit in Roswell.
vided into two parts by
brick
Motor Boats at bargain pric s,
being
water
admitted
wall,
the
Walter Walker was in town all makes, brand new machines,
STATE AGENTS.
;i few davs tin's week from the on easy monthly payment plan into one compartment and
ranch.
Get our proposition before buy drawn from the other. In such
cisterns tho water passes thru
Miss Dora Howell of Roswell ing or you will regret it. also
the brick and in that wa is im
is visiting with Mis. W. B. bargains in used Motor Cycles. proved in clearness and- color,
Jeff D.White President, Geo. T. Littlefield Vise President
Write us today. Enclose Stamp
Scott this week.
but not generally in sanitary
reply.
for
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quality.
it is generally agreed now
Box 11,
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Lock
that a good rain is needed
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Novel Plan to Reduce High Cost of Living.
Many crops are suffering for
X
STORE
BURNED.
moisture. Grass is gel ting dry
.DRUG
Washington, July 21- -A nov- The first fire for nevoral years el attempt to reduce the high
Eiida voted the saloons in oi
in
Kenna was last Thursday cost of living by eliminating the
IfiUi
for another four years
the
night.
middlemen f --meats and. green
24
The voles stood
for saloons
Drug
in
broke
out
fire
the
The
groceries through direct deal- 1P
against.
and
8 p. m and the en- - ings with fa.rmets, is to be tried
store
about
Mis. T. (J. Smith came in this
eev- builbing and contents were here by a concern
" J
Yery
week from Texas points wheip tiie
in the flames within eral officeholders under the Taft
consumed
she lias bt en isiling for several
a very few minutes The prop- - administration a r e officials.
K S3. Scott.
months.
erty belonged to Dr. H L. Plans for the movement have
1
Mrs. J. I). Ilea rn of Boaz re- Fiscus and was covered only in been under way. for sometime,
turned last wee't from Madison, part by insurance, not more than but actual operation begjin"nly II
Miss, where she has been for a 25 per cent or 30 per cenfcj of the I today. About 1,000 local house-- 1
few months past.
real Value insured. Th fire wives, many of the women
George T. Littlefield and wife was making considerable head standing in social circles are as- day's
the democrats viewod
Farmers To Hear Of Panama Canal.
accompanied by their niece Miss way when discovered and it waslsociated with the movement in
whiskers
to
or
fire
check
advisory
impossible
the
la co operative a nd
Borne went to Roswell WednesCollege Station, Tex.. July 21,
to save any part of the contents. J capacity..
day in their auto.
At the Texas Farmers' Congress
Eyelyn Thaw le Booked.
The origin of the fire unknown
A preliminary survey of mar which opened, here today Gov- FOR RENT.
but is not believed to have beeu ket conditions in Washington ernor Colquitt will addreFs the Evelyn Neshit Thaw accom- (lood two room house with incindiary.
has been made, and the pnblwh- - farmers on "Wlat the Panama ained by Jack Clifford, sailed
good well of water, located near
seem to place the Panat Means to Texas Agricult from London on the 19th for
Very fortunate for other prop- - ed statisf-ieferties in tl le immediate vicinity responsibility for the uoanng m-- '
llieuhoul house. Inquire of
New York on the Minnetonka
John A. Kimmons.
a very gentle breeze was blow, prices :npon t h e .middleman.
and early in August will make
ing at the, time, not strong Tabulation of prices taken in all
Th Santa Fe system
her first vaudeville .appearance
Mrs. Boone returned to Ros enough to cany tbe-fir- e
to other corners of the Capitol allege made application to
in the United States at one of
well Tuesday after a few days buildings.
'
profits ranging from 100 to 33 utilities commissions of Kansas the New York theaters. She
visit here with her father W. P
This is quite a loss to the Doc- - per cent. These admittedly are and other states for permission will do a dancing sketch with
Littlefield and brother George tor and will work a great i neon- - offsets by waste and business to increase the minimum carClifford,, the same act having
T.
load weights prescribed by these recently met with succesb at the
venience to the people of the costs.
'
Misses Ola and Sett a Jones community.
The new movement- - propose bodies or by statue.
Loudon Hippodrome
provisions
from
the
gather
returned home Sunday from
Jto
a
t
f . t o I n.omluH.kin r,t
""L.A,1nt,i,anr;hfl.t.nF mAnr
Silver City, where they have!
NO
atbeen tho past two months
trucks and deliver them, to the trades unions throughout the
developed
has
Opposition
in kitchen doors in sealed boxes world is estimated to be i:lose to
tending the summer school.
You don't have to leave' Ken
congress to fostmaster Ueuer al npon order given the day before. 12,000,000. Germany has more na to get Drugs Jones & Pirtle
Mrs. liammett of Oak Wood, T
.
.
wvn - m
J
nswn
'
i'i- The jeaoer oi me movemeni. say memoers man any otner couni have a full and compieta line
Texas came home with her ourirsuu wiua
post rates and increasing they will pay the farmer 20 per ry. Great Britain comes second of fresh staple Drugs ordered
mother Mrs. P. C. Smith this eels
maximum
the
size of packages cent more than he now gets and in the list and the United States and will be here by Saturday.
week and will spend some time
to le handled m the service.
sell directly to consumers for 40 is third
We expect to keep a good assortvisiting here
'1 here is some question as to per cenfc jess than they now pay
ment
until there is a Drug Store
ll
Miss Gertrude Iiabb of
ills auiuoruiy lor ciiungiiig me
Speaker Only Half Shaved. ",
opened up at this place.
after spending two months tateor tor increasing the maxi
Washington, July 21. Sena
We will also offer some special
at Silver City attending the mum weight of packages hand
pro tern of bargains for Saturday only.
tor
president
Clarke,
summer school stopped off here led.
20 lb Brown Sugar
the seuate farced that body to
$1.00.
on her way home and is visiting
AT ROSWELL
The order was issued to take
day with half a shave. Vice 4 cans Polks Pork and
with friet.ds here this week.
effect Aug. 15th and the senate
25.
To Pick Cantaloupes be- - President Marshall was oat of Beans
Mr.-J. W. Jennings returned Post office committee on the 22nd
1 Pkg. Red Fox coffee
town and as the bells were ting
25 .
homo yesterday after a few requested Mr. Burleson to ap ginlng August 1st.
ling the calls for assembly. Sen Regular price 30 cents.
weeks stay at lioswell with ht-- pear bet ore the Committee on
To Pick Apples bcglnlnglator Clarke, stretched out in a 20 lb Rice (broken grain) 1.00.
July 31st with an explanation
daughter Mrs. Crank.
chair in the barber shop, was Watch the locals, will have
August 15th.
authority for his action.
warned by pages dashing about some bargains each Saturday
Try Our After Dinner Coffee' of the
D.
room
24
A.
Crlle
Call
CHESS.
Soli'd
squads that the senate was
Will pay $2.75 to $3.00 for
in
Each bucket contains One
presiding
officer.
u
Frying
without
chickens always give the
The
Dr. Emanuel Lasker, chess First
Silver Knife and Fork both sil
ver wear and coffee are guaran- champion of tho world, will de- - Building for Cantaloupes. senator hurriedly wined the market mice for Butter, Eggs,
lather from his face and bolted Corn and Maize. Don't fail to
teed to pleaso you. Jl.10 per ienu ins line against rt. jv
for the chamber. The republi- - s e us when you are in Kenna.
Rubinstein of Russa in Anril
bucket.
Apples,
side saw him clean shaven,
can
building
for
same
Jones & Pirtle.
1915.
Kenna Lumber Co.
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NOTICE

,

-

Department

of the Interior, U. S.

roit rrilXlt'ATION.

oWA

orifs7

.

;

Land Office at Roswell. N. M. July 10, 1913.
- Notice is hereby given
that Henry C.
of Valley View, N. M. who, on Dec.
tl. 1W9, made H. E. Ser. No. 01129, for EH
Section 3,' Township 7 S.V Range St K., N. M.
P. Meridian, baa died notice of intention to
hitlite thrive ypar Proof, to establish claim
to the latid Bbo'.c
before Dan C.
Sa rage. U. S. Commissioner, ill K!i riftCfl st
Kenna. N. M. on August IP. 1113,

,

Jn)

r

.'
N--

1

In

tt

.

far

Department of the in(efl(rf V, S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. June 17, iHljr
Notloe Is hereby given that Earl L. Love,
of Elklns, N- - M. who, on Jnne 11. 19119. made
II.
tli.
E. Ser. No. 018815. for 8WK. Sec 17: and
Tp.
on Oct. 11. 1910, made add. emtry Serial No.
03.3487. forSEK, See. 18, Twp. 1 3,
18
., N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice Ot
Proof, to estab-ijato make three-yeaclaim to the land above described, before
J.' f. ttr11( U. 8. Commissioner in his oftlce
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
M' 00 Aug. 4, 19S.
at Elklns,
Sllaa F. Beman, Jamea I. Hms. John W.
William W. Bracken, James H. MoCabe,
Claimant name's fl
Stlvall, Charles S. Peek, all of Richland, N. these o f Valley View, N. M. Willie II. Cryer,
Harve Dooley. Ruble Falrclotb. ftCoTge
"
s
M.
T, O. Tillotsok,
Edward C, McCown. these of Route 3. Kllda,
Benlamln L. Cooper, all of Elklns. it
'
W-Itetclnter.
M
N. M.
T. C. TiLurnow.
T.. Ttllotson,
Register.
Register.

Planter (liouitlteW the
aunerlnf merit of Our
Northern Grown

1
I fit.
I alg. PlnfM IIMlKIl
1ktf. BrlMlmuInt Celery

Aim

Department of the Interior, tl. S.
Land Office at IlMreU. N. M. Juno II, "IX
NoUce ta hereby fflven that Mloliael 8.' IllacU-burof Rlohland. N. M. .wlip, on Deo. fl.
made ill E. Ser. rio.'0567i, for KM Sec
H
7 H, Riihfee 3 R., N. M. P. NJerldlnp,
baa flli j tlrtUdd df Intedttn'iJ to' rtJntte throa
rear Proof, to esublUli eliilm to the iktia
anore deacribed. be fore C. E, Toombs, U.
S.XommlHsloner, in his office at Richland,
N. M, on ruia-.o- , ibix

Cuaranlaed to Plot

CvuFOf

f

Notice

056781

Fteth, It (liable. Pur

fljj!'
Wi
j, 'Y r;

V"

NOTICE FOtt ITDLK'ATIOX.

(1 00
y a
And
rll nlayl Sand 10 Mntt to nan
parking tiil racaire thaebi.ve 'Thmu Col lac Won," to
w
h rnir Naw in Inrtrurtire dardan tialdo, l
thtr

UIIKAT NOUTlltRN ftKKD CO.
Itookfoni, IUIrioU
IlaH St.

HOI

fl(r,(si:

J27-Jv:- s

Notice for Pnlilicatlon.
oMTft
P. f.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Office at Fort Sumneri M. M. June i, 1013.
ridtld l hereby triven that CuiUinbux 0.

the way. While marry of thw
investments are in lumber,
mines, farms and other natural
resou"fcjf of the Dominion, a
very large amount of American
capital has been sent into Canada in recent years to establish
ta'fineheB of industries already
in operatlmi in the United States
or to develop new lines of

TCXAS OIL SUIT SETTLED.

K;

I

j

Greenville, Texan, July 2l
The Texas $102,000,000 oil pen' Department of the Interior, tT. fl.
d
Department of the Interior. U. S. alty suit was unexpectedly
Lstld Ottloe a t Roswell, X, M. Jttly 14, 1913,
M. July It, 1913.
Land
Roswell,
Office
Stroud, of Olive, N, M. who oft May Jo,
X.
at
this afternoon when the
Notice id Iltireby gWeh
Martha I.
hereby given that James A. Steele,
made additional It E, No, 0Mt3i for ttttM. Smlthee, Of NtW Hojif, H. that
M, who. on Oct, Notice is
Elklns, N. M. who, on May 84, 1909. made Standard Oil company of New
of
ea. 3l.f wpi
..
$; M. P. Me
. loldi made H: K. serial No. osestn,
f&f
II. E. ner, No. 018149, for NWK. Sec. 33, Twp
ridlllni hits tiled notice bt Ititontton to mnke
York one of the defendants,
Townships S.i Range 35 E tti 7 &
S
Sec.
llnoffe .7 f4. N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
three year Proof, lb establish blhlfh to the M. P. Meridian,
tiled notice of Intention
has
paid
$500,000 in penal fies in the
year
land above described, before ban C. avaire,
lfHefltlon
of
Proof
to
notice
make
three
to mfiltg
Proof, ta establish claim
Irtfkl Nbote decrlled
V. S. Commissioner,
establish
claim
to
to
the
in' hla office at Kenna, (o the land ab'dv'e described,
eighth district court. Ex.
before C. K.
,
N. M. on Auifim 1. 1"I3..
F. Carroll, U. S. OommlnslrhUfi III
Toombs, JJ. 8. Commissioner: ih hls Office at before J.
M. on August 20. lf!,
his
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elkins.
N.
office
at
New Hope. N.M.on August to, I9i:i.
eirttwotnt naniPH as witnesses:
Georre At Malone of Kennn. N M. John
Authorities on the hobble skirt
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ruby Fairc'lb1!,' H firry W. Falrclotb. William
Schlrck; Cfrde H. Peters. Clarence W. Long.
jV.Sirawn,
Edgar
Joseph
F.Gllman,
Edwin
W. Proudfit. George fc C00fr, all of Klkins, and the slit skirt, more especially
C. C. Henry,
all of Olive, N. M.
W. Ballew, these of New Rope, N. M. James N. M.
T. C. TILLOTr-PM- ,
ReirtBter.
the giddy young women who
W. Taylor of Judson, N. M.
J18 AH
Resrlstef.
C,
Register.
Tn.ioTsoH,
T.
have laid in a large wardrobe of
3iot.ee for rnblicatlotu .
OMSK)
x Notice for Publication.
these cumti3 garments designed
NOTICE Mn rt'BLICATION,
014705
TJepartment of the Interior, V. S.
L((pd Office at tttlstVdll; fi. M. J
31, 1013.
Department of the Interior, 17. S. to attract the masculine eye, am
Department of the Interior, IT. S. Lend Office at Roswell, N. M, July 13, 1913.
horrified to learn of the enNotice is hereby ijiye'n ttlht tiiyde rlnrdlnif,
Notice is hereby len that John F. Carroll,
of Richland. N. M. who. on Jan. S. 1913. mode Land Office at Roswell, X. M.. June 28, 1913.
Notice is hereby, given that George A. of Elklns, N. M. who, ofl April M, 1911, made croachment of tha "suffragette
II. E. Ser. No. 030KI0. for N!., See. It, Top
Corder,
of rfe'dllifia. N. M. who, on Nov. S7, Add'l. H.E. Serial No. 014705, for NEK
35
N.
Meridian,
E.,
filed
M.
S..
Rancre
skirt," Parisian importation.
has
P.
t
Twp, 7 S. Range 18 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Proof, 1910. made H- E. Ser. No. (EStM. for EH.
notice of intention to make
The "'suffragette skirt" is the
Range 87 K , N. St. P: K8 tlid notice of intention to make three
to establish claim to the bind above de- Section t4. Twp. 8
scribed, before C. E. Toombs. U. S. Com- Meridian! has Hied notice of Intention to year fttitit: if establish claim to the land opposite extreme of fashion.
r
proof, to establish claim to above described, Mare Pin C. Savage, U.
missioner, in his office at Richland N. M. cn make
being so tight around
tbe land above described, before Will A. S. Commissioner, In his 67f!:e
Kajnna, N, Instead of
August 9. 1913.
TT. S. Commissioner,
bis
office
in
Palmer.
M,
18,
ankles
the
1913.
that thu wearer cm
on
August
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M. on NEK NEM. Sec. 10.
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
Lewis H. Faw, Samuel M. Deemnn. Lorenzo near Redland,
only
walk
at a little mincing;
Twp. 6 8., Range 37 E., N. M. P. M, on Aug.
D, Yo'inir, T, Lee fiecmnri, all of Richland.
Morrison, Louis
William D. Smith. Oliver
), 1913.
for the value of
or
cut
gait,
..
H. M.
T. C. TtLtiofso-X. Todd, Charles M. Hall, all of Elkins, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ji'Al
T. C, Tillotson, Register
Heclster.
the new garment is
Henry C. Boteler. JoMbh M. McOnha, these
roomy enough to permit the inKotlfe for fulillfHtloai.
IfOTICB POH rvnMC.iTIfW.
ef Allle X. M.. John R. Corder, James B.
Collins, these of Redland, N. M.
016498
dulgence of the "Wilson Wag' T. C. Tillotson, Register
Department of the Interior, tj. S.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
or any other sprawling gait
gle"
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. June 2.1, I9I3.
Land Office at Roswell. Fl. M. June 17, 1913.
'
Notice for rtf'lffxtroii.
Notice Is hereby (riven that William Balrd,
For the present it is not reNotice is hereby given that Reeve A. Cooke,
033307
of Kenna, N. M who, on Sept. 1, lone, made
of Judson, N. M.. who, on Sept. 80. lull, made garded favorablv, but the fashH. E. No. 9044. Ser. itfo. OIOH75. for NE. Sec.
Department of the Interior, U. S. ll. fi. Her, No. 016498, for Lots land 1. NEK:
22, Twp. 6 S., Range 31 E N. M. P. Meridian,
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. June 26. 1913. and EH SliU, Sea, 80, Township 8 S., Range ion makers declare the 'suffrahna tiled notice of intention to make
Notice is hereby given that James B. Collins, 34 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, free tiled notice of In- gette
will be a "go."
Proof, to establish clitim- to the land above
Proof, to estabtention to make
Notice for rubllcntlon.
"

non-co-

?

EXCURSIONS

tttina-etoE-

Account

Roosevelt

County
Por-tale-

s,

Summer Tourist Tickets on
eale June 1st to Sept 30, 1913..
to almost all ' points in- United
States, Canada or Mexico. Full
particulars given at Station.
For full particulars see the
M J, Johnson. agent.
.

-

KENNA,

NEW MEXICO.

018449

Bet-tie-

.

tHree-yea-

Summer Teachers Institute
N. M. July 21. to Aug. 16.
1913. Tickets on sale July 19th
to Aug. 4th inclusive. "
Return limit Aug. 17, Round
trip fare ll.Bo. '

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

OM578

r

JiT-At- ?

J18-A1-

Ht1

See.-15- ,

three-yea-

-

r

S--

,

three-yea-

B- -

ss,

-

-

J18-A1-

I

Dr. H. L.. Fisciis.
d

ffhifsielan

f

She Pienna Brugstere.
Sure, frezk Strugs

;

till

& 'Chemicals,

tklnds Patent Medicines

A

dteek

edies StationerH. Rubber

Rem-

"Steds

and

$irtteles.XS4t4t&

ffcilet

J18-A1-

:

durgecn, and Prep.

five-yea-

r

described, before Dan c. Savnire. U. s. Commissioner. In bis office, at Kednn, N. M., on
Alljf, it I0IB.

Claimant nanies as witheases:

Robert L Scbtti Pink L. ClUbb, James Clubb.
ibhtt A . Beavers, all of Ketihn, $. M.
:
U; (3; "tttitKftadx, IlBlster.
J4-.-

We want the
name of every
yuuuy man wuo
is ambitious to

-

three-yea- r
of Redland, N. M. who. on Oct. 17. 1910, made
H. E. Serial No. 033607, for 8WK Section 13: lish claim to the land above described, beNW!f. Hectiol 14, Township S., Range 37 fore DanC. Savage, U. S. Commissioner, in
E N, Mi I. Meridian, baa Bled notice of in- bis office at Kenna, N. M. on Aug. 4. 1913,

proof, to establish
Claimant names as witnesses:
tention td make three-rea- r
Millard C. Baker, Fred W. Davis, these of
claim to tbe land above described, before
Will A. Palmer, V. 8 Commissioner, lb his Nobe, N. M. Louis G. Gross, of Thornham, N.
office, near Redland. N, M, on XKM NEM, M. James W, Taylor, of Judson, N. M.
Register.
T. 0. TlLixrrsoH,
Sec. 10. Twp. B S. Range 37 . N. M, P. M. on
J27-Jyl-

Natlc for Puiiheatiok.

tsss

-

AugHHtiO. 19(8.

01S377
NOTICE F0II PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. ; Claimant names fl; Witnesses:
(Wfl
F. 6."
l
C. Boteler, Joseph M MCOsha, these
Henry
Roswell,
15,'
1913.
Office
M.
Land
at
t
June
N.
'"Department bf tlie mterlor,' IT. S. Land
of A Hie. N. M.rohn R. CordeT, George
Notice is hereby given that Bertha n.
Office Bt Fort Sumner, X. M. Julys, 1013.
these of Redland, N. M.
bt Elklns, N. M, formerly Bertha
Notice Is hereby given that Jason H. Gandy.
T. C. TII.LOT30N, Register.
B,
M,
widow
non-coa-

!

J18-A1-

Steers, who
H. No 13S4S, Serial

Steers,

BE A LAWYER

of Melville

Oh NoV. lBrlOOT, HiBflevIi;
Noi 0J3377i for SR4, See S4r'TWp 6, S, Rabtre
V, Ei N. M. P. Merldlnh, has Hied notloe of

.

NOTKJS I'OU PUBLICATION.
033033

Ptoof, to estabnd w wftnt to hear from ev- intention to make
ery bnatnestt
to the land above described, before
tilt!. Vvhd wishes j:lishF;tfllilftl
Carroli,
Ibftt ti knew BUSINESS LAW.
Si t:ommlssibheh lb bis Of nee
WHt tad.y aed let
w
tell je
at ElJilns, N." M. on Auirust 4. 1913.
kTM
.
....
4i
alpae4
y... M4
j
Claimant names as witnesses:
tBM Wit . ImJ M.U. thai ku '
I.wm.
taeaja
keaeln to tkata. Tkla
tata
LT,

)mwt Itfca- -

ml

niaa

ln

M
Sca.,
aa.
who tort
bar auailaattoaa la avarr atata to
Ciarni la.im. ay tiart. Oar.aaal lailaaai aiaa.
(1) oar Oomplata

Hill

I
I

I flJ

Laara aboot
Oalitra
Law Oooraa which fit. tot araetiea, an4
(D oai Oomplota. Fiaetlcal, Buatnaaa
Law Oooraa far Boalaaai Has. F1a4

an

(homoali
yao
obialo
kaowUtlea of tha Law whlla eooUao
Tartwal
Ufyooraraaanlwork.
Kar
aaoay tor kaoOMBa (atla( aad
at ai aamxial moaaaia all ow too
1). O. Ok traaaU ikatr Oaaortaaii
ky aaaa aaswattaa aa mi. Haa aVUl
aaally

llk

Inl

tuu

cooauroxosaca
mmn
VHtrSli Of LaW

of Kenna, X. M-- , who, on Jan. 5. 19r2. made
additional II. E. No. 0!73, for NEK, Sec. 33,
Twp. 4 S., Range 89 E., N. M. P. Meridlon.
has filed notice of intention to make final

Departmnot of the Interior, U. S.
three year proof, to establish claim to the
Land office at Roswell, N, , July 14, 1913.
land above desclbed. before Dan C. Savage.
Notloe Is hereby given that Monroe E.
IT. 3. Commissioner,
in bis Office at Kenna,
df fieriliintl. , M. who, on oct. io. mo. N M, on
.
made it. E. S?f; No. mWM, for Lot
Claimant names. as witnesses:
S..
Cave, Jesse Seo.l; and mi NM. Sec: 13. Tdwtislllp
L.

flVe-yeu- r

tkaCO.

"

M--

Sept.-i7l9l3-

Charlie E. Miller, Columbus D.
Cave. George C. Cooper, all of Elklns. N. M.
T. C. Tillotsoh, Register

Range 87 E., N. M. P. Meridian, lias fried Kdlflir Graves. William H.Cooper. Harvey
Proof, W.iJ-- flrmn F, Knight, nil of Kennn, N. M.
notice of intention to make three-yea- r
Ci C HKNltr, Register.
to establish claim to the land ubove deNOTICK FOn PI III.ICATIO.V
scribed, before Will A. Palmer, U. S. ComOI084f
missioner, in his offloe. near Redland, N. M..
Large American Capital m 'Canada.
Department of the Interior, U. S. on NEK NEK. Sec 10. Twp. A S. Range 37 K.
Land OtTlue at Howell, N. Mi June 87, toi3t
N. M. P. M. on August 18. 1913.
Washington, July 1 In conNotice Is hereby given that Joseph A. AlClaimant names as witnesses:
with the dissatisfaction
nection
ton), of Kenna. N. M. who. on Aug. 17, 1908,
Hiram S.UrdWU; Carl S. Turner, Grover C.
made U. E. No. 8714, Ser, No. oioc 44. for NEM Griffin. John G. Cox. all Of HeillaBd. Jf, M.
over
felt
tarfff legislation in
See. U. Twp. s.. Range SI E. N. M. P. Me15
J
T. O. Tillotson. Register,
malty sections of the country,
ridian, has Hied notice of intention to make
r
Proof, to establish claim to the
Democratic leaders have been
Notice for Publication.
land above described, before Dan C. Savage
06579
looking
the records of
IT. S. Commissioner,
in bis office at Kenna.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
N. M. 00 August 13. 1913.
.
invented in
Capital
American
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. July 7. 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Sumuel II. Canada during the past few
Oza P. Butler. James T. llutler, John W.
Snilthee.of New Hope. N. Al. who, on Oct.
0
Pounds, John H. Lee, all of Hilda. N. M.
is shown
30. 1913, made H. E. Ser. Tio. 030579, for NEK:
T. C. TibLtWaosr. Register,
JII'Ai
money
is
of American
NEM SEW. Sec. St,
ES NWJi, SWA
Twp. 6 S.. Range 33 H.. N. M. P. Meridian now being worked in Canadian
Notice for Publication.
has died notice of Intention to'tnnke three
l
03956
F. S.
Theie has been a
year Proof, to establish claim to the land territory,
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land above described, before C. E. Toon! tig. tT. S.
in American
marked
increase
Office at Fort Rumner, N. M. May M, 1913.
Commissioner, In his office at New Hope. N.
Notice is hereby given that Lafona L. M. on August 19. 1913.
t.he Dothroughout
investments
Cadenhead, of Kenna. N. M. who. on Feb. 11.
Claimant, names as witnesses:
1W7, made II. E. No. 03S5&, for SK SWk.
minion within the last few
Edwin P. Gilman.lbf Nobe. N. M. Edgar J.
Section 3, Twp 5 , Range 30 . N. M. P.
figures
According
years.
Meridian, haa tiled notice of intention to make Strawn. Joseph W. Hallew, these of New
period
flve year proof, to establish cluim to tbe Hope, X, M. James W, Taylor, ot Judson N. collected for the five-ye.T. C- Tiiaotsom,
land above described, before Dun C. Savage, M.
1905-0- 9,
amount
inclusive,
the
r :' Register.
LT. S. Commissioner, in his olTlce.
at Kenna,
of American investments was
N. M. on July M, 1013
:
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Claimant nanies as witnesses:

Charles W. Ay ers, John R, Holm an. John
Klmmons, Joe R. Rvses. all of Kenna. N.
M.
c, C. Henry,

Iteclster.
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NOTICE
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
l
I Land Office at Roswell. N. M. July 7, 1913.
VJI
Notice la hereby given hat John W. H.

'-

Notice for Publlcatioe.
02416--

j
Interior,
f

U. S.
Department of the
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. July 7. 1913.
McCul-lougNotice Is hereby given that Ely A.
of Redland, N. M, who, on Jan. 14, 1911,
made H- - E. Serial N't). 014363, tor SH NEK.
8., Range 87
NH 8EK. See. 36. Townsnip
,
N. M. 1. Meridian, baa filed notice of
three-year
Proof, to estabIntention to make
lish claim to the land above described, before W'.U A. Palmer, IT. S. Commissioner, in
his ofrioe near Redland, N. M. on NE' NEK,
Sec 10. Twp. 8 8.. Range 37 , N. M, P, M.
on August I.), 1913.
E--

Ward, of Route 8, Eltda. N. M. One of the
heirs of Rmallne E. Bingham, deceased, who,
on April 15. 1007. made H. E. No. 11730. Serial
IVrfM
t Mention tbia Paper.
No. 0U376. ior 8WX, See, . Twp 6 S.. Range
3! E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has Died notice of inClaimant names as witnesses:
tention to make Hve year Proof, to establish
SEND 10 CENTS
James F. Keller, Tbopiss J. Keller, Robert
toomt yaHaaa 1 aaekla aa racaiaa Uito rolaaklo
claim to the land above described, before Dun D. Turner, these of Redland. N. VI.'. Joseph M
OMiaotMHl
at oai aa po.tp.ia, lur.unr wua tar bi
tUaallfal br4 oal PUat KaaJt, I O. Savage, U. 8. Comtnttaloner, in his office MoGaha.of Allle. N. M.
T. C. Tillotson,
laUa all aha
th Maat tarlatlai al aadt, Ptaata. ala.
I at Kenna, N. M. on Aug. It. 1913.
Register.
V H. W. luckbet,
j
Claimant names as witnesses:
James A. Morris, John H. Taylor, James H.
MeArtbur, Calvin Pattoh, all of Route 3.
Legal Blanks printed and for
"
Ellda, N.-T. C. Ttllotson.
Kenna Record-sale by
Register.
Ill A8
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$500,-000,00-

.
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aV

that

ar

(or the Panhandle Steam

Laundry,

year. It

nui.llraloaU.

In May 1911, it
was estimated that these invest-ment- s

$279,075,000.

were

approximately

Since then, according to the belief of officers of
the Government who have made
a study of the subject, there has
been an additional investment
in the neighborhood of $80,000,-00$417,143,221

0.

E--

to-d- ay

'"011

JII-A-

8

.

Recent reports on this subject
from American Consults and
other sources of information in
Canada have not been collated,
but officials are satisfied that
the estimate of $500,000,000 of
capital invested is not far out of

July 24th Today I bring in
a sample of Johnson grass five
feet liigh, and German Millet
feet, heads of latter an inch
through. I also have eight
acres of corn, two varieties,
white and strawberry of strain
acclimated by J. M. Graves
planted 30th of April that is
(83
now in soft roasting-ea- r
days) and n t a leaf fired, in
spite of 31 days heat and drouth
worked strictly under W. H.
Campbell's instructions. I also
have a variety of white kaffii
(furnished by Sant't Fe R. R.)
planted 1 t of May now heading
out, will have some of this valuable seed to dispose of.
I think if the Santa Fe R. P.
would give somewhat lower
rates on material to construct
silos and other improvements
we settlers need, it vyould help
counterbalance losses incurred
by want of experience and the
action of the old 80 acre law
supplemented by drouths. We
are now at the turning point,
a little help would turn the
scales our way. Last fall I
wanted to send about 400 pounds
of exhibit to Alduquerque fair,
but the rates were prohibitive.
I figured a bale of cotton could
be shipped from Ft. Worth
to Liverpool for same money.
Perhaps this exhibit might have
benefited our community as advertisement.
Again the wealthy farmers
east gets passenger rates for
half us struggling, hardshipen-durin- g
pioneers pay.
R. E. Fletcher.
Then la more Catarrh In this aectlon of th country
thaa all other dhusaaM put tuttether, and until the laal
tew yrara waa upuoad to bo tnrurablr. lor a sr. a
many year doctor pronounced It a local dlaraae and
prcacrlbed local ri'mrdle. and by constantly talllog
to cure with local treatment, krouounced It Incurable,
ttclcnce has proven Catarrh to be a ronalllutlonal dav
earn,, and theretora require oonatltutkMial treatment.
Hiill'a Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F J. Cheney
cure on
at Co.. Toledo. Ohio, la the only Constitutional
from 19
In do
the market.
It ta taken Internally
on tbe blood
drop to a teaapoontul.
It acta directlyThey
orler ona
and mucous (tirlaera of the ytfm
hundred dollar lor any eaa It tails to oure. Scud
(or circulars and testimonial.
CO- - TolfcdO, OUO,
Addre: F. i. ( HKNEV
Sold by DniHlata. 790.
Tax Ball'i i amUr PUIS for eoastloattoa.

Prosperous Denmark.
or the 2,G0O,0O0 population
f( Denmark- - live in Copenhagen.
There are no other cities of Importance, the next largest being Aarhus,
with 50,000 Inhabitants. The Islands
forming about
of the total
area of the kingdom are fruitful and
prosperous. Thrift Is encouraged by
the agricultural banks, and loans are
made by the government, and facilities given to farm laborers who desire
to acquire land. It Is estimated that,
of
as regards etiual distribution
wealth, Denmark is the richest country In Europe. It produces great quantities of butter for export and abounds
creameries, egg circles
In
and slaughter houses all produots being characterized by their excellence.
The future of Denmark Is said to bs
threatened by Germany, the theory
being held that, geographically, Denmark la necessary to complete that
empire and give to it the required access to the ocean.
One-fift-

h

one-thir-

Chose to Be a Methodist Once Mors.
The small daughter of a family who
had recently left the Methodist church
to join the Christian Scientists fell on
the sidewalk and cut an ugly gash in
her forehead.
"I hope my llttledaughter remembered her Christian Science teaching
and did not cry T" inquired the mother.
"Well," replied the child, after some
thought, "I decided that this was a
case where the Methodist religion
would do the most good."
Johnnie on the Spot.
"Did Johnnie destroy those weeds
today
"Johnnie has been destroying weeds
all day chasing a baseball around a
va. 'nt lot."

r

No Difference.
"Papa, what does being disappointed
in love mean?"
"Why, either marrying or being Jilted by the girl you are in love with."

Doesn't Work There.
"Say, ma, who said 'Neither a borrower nor a lender be?"
"Some person who'd never lived in
the suburbs, Toramle." Life.
JThe Only Way.
"Mercy
What brought you home
so early tonight?"
"I had my pocket plokedl" Puck.
1

What Happened.
"You know what happened to the
man who said, 'I can't?' "
"Sure; he got 'canned.' " Judge.
Experience teaches us what fools
we have been, but unfortunately it
doesn't prevent us from repeating.

IRE

WALL

OF

FORMER LOBBYIST WAS
CROSS EXAMINATION
WASHINGTON.

QUESTIONED

IN

Jersey Candidate for Congress
Brought Into Limelight How the
Manufacturers Cam- '
palgned.

New

Washington, D. C Martin M. Mul- hall, late "lobbyist' for the National
Association of Manufacturers, was put
on
about the truth
of his own correspondence before the
senate investigating committee.
Senator Heed questioned Mulhall
about his alleged relations with S. W.
McClave in 1908, when McClave was a
candidate for congress In the Sixth
New Jersey district against William
Hughes, now Junior senator from that
state. McClave now is the Republican
candidate in the new Sixth district
where a special election will be held
next Tuesday. C. Hart, the Democratic candidate in this district, was indorsed by President Wilson.
Senator Reed announced that Mc
Clave had denied. Acquaintance with
Mulhall and Jumped the witness from
"exhibits" in his case around the 1,800
mark to those close to 4,000. The senator said he wanted to prove who was
telling the truth, Mulhall or McClave.
Mulhall identified many letters from
McClave to himself, written in 1908,
said he went to the Sixth district to
help McClave fight Hughes, and gave
details of his work there. He said the
National Association of Manufacturers
furnished him with $3,900 for this fight
and that a man' named "Barber" put
up $2,000 more. He told about taking
McClave to lunch and dinner, about
riding with him in cabs on political
tours and in other ways helping out
in the fight One item In an expense
account Senator Reed put In the rec
ord spoke of "dinner for two," and
the witness was asked who the other
person was.
"I think it was McClave, as he was
always on hand," said the witness.
Mulhall swore he took McClave
around to shops in the district. He
said they went to one shop and the
superintendent said he would rather
give $500 than let them in. "McClave
growled all the way home because we
didn't take the money and try to get
the help afterwards," he added. "The
last three days of the campaign he
and I slept together," said the witness
once, illustrating how close he was to
n

One way t& live without work is to McClave.
prey without ceasing.
TO GUARD AGAINST FLOODS
In the game of love a girl plays her
heart against a diamond.
United Statea Engineers Urge Govern,
ment Control of All Streams
Women usually have more religion
in Their Report.
than men because they need it less
Greatness that' is greatness
known In its shirt sleeves.

Is

A man'ln love talks but little; a
woman in love does little but talk,

Many a dime that falls into a blind
beggar's hands goes for an
r.

CLOUDED BRAIN

Clears Up en Change to Proper Food,

The brain cannot work with clearness and accuracy, if the food taken la
not fully digested, but is retained in
the stomach to ferment and form
poisonous gases, etc. A dull, clouded
brain is likely to be the result.
A Mich, lady relates her experience
In changing her food habits, and re
sults are very Interesting:
"A steady diet of rich, greasy foods
such as sausage, buckwheat cakes and
o on, finally broke down a stomach
and nerves that, by Inheritance, were
sound and strong, and medicine did
no apparent good in the way of relief.
"My brain was clouded and dull and
i. was suffering from a case of constl
patlon that defied all remedies used,
"The 'Road to Wellvllle,' in soma
providential way, fell Into my hands,
and may Heaven's richest blessings
fall on the man who was inspired to
write it
"I followed directions carefully, the
physical culture and all, using Grape-Hut-s
with sugar and cream, leaving
meat, pastry and hot biscuit entirely
out of my bill of fare. The result
I am in perfect health once more.
"I never realize I have nerves, and
say stomach and bowels are in tine
condition. My brain is perfectly clear
and I am enjoying that state of health
which God Intended his creatures
should enjoy and which all might
have, by giving proper attention to
their food." Name given by Postum
Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read "The
Road to Wellvllle," in pkgs. "There's
reason."
Ever reaa the above letter A
e appears from time t time. Tbr
re BCBitlee, tree, wmi (all e ktunaa
eiereet.

n

Washington,

extension
of the United States
engineers to control all streams and
sources of water supply,
as well as navigable, is the central
recommendation resulting from the
federal investigation of tbe 'ecent
Ohio and Indiana valleys and Mississippi river floods. The entire report
of the board of experts assigned to
Investigate flood conditions revolves
around the Judgment of the engineers
that the government should assume
control of all streams from the smallest creek to the largest navigable
river.
D.

he

of the authority

HANDLED

SEVEN

BILLIONS

The Financial Operations of the United
States Treasury Last Year Were
Enormous.
Washington.
The United States
Treasury handled in actual cash during the fiscal year ending June 30 the
sum pf $7,071,520,000,
stupendous
breaking all previous records and
stamping the federal treasury, officials
say, as the greatest banking institution in the- - world, in so far as
banking consists in merely handling
money. Of course, the government
does no deposit and loan and discount
business, such as the banks, do.
A

MUSKOGEE

MAN

A

For
That Picnic

Tan Workmen Were Rescued, But Five
Were Cut Off Crowd Hampered
Workers.

UNDER

PAPERS

ABOUT

CAUGHT IN A, FLOODED MINE

SLAYER

Oklahoma Attorney Killed His Friend
to Keep Him From Telling
Secret.
Muskogee, Ok. A. R. Dean, an attorney, shot and killed C. D. Smith, a
grocer, in his grocery store.
Smith made a dying statement in
which he said that he knew of a secret alliance between Dean and a
nurse in a hospital and that Dean had
threatened to kill him if he ever told
it. He supposed that was Dean's motive. Smith and Dean were young
men, have children and until recently were close friends.

Duluth, Minn. Ten of fifteen miners
imprisoned in Spruce Mine No. 1 at
Eveleth, Minn., when torrential rains
caused a rush of water from the sur
face to the workings of the .mine, had
been taken alive from the mine, and
rescuers continued their efforts by
dynamiting the drift, and it was believed that five survlvng miners would
be rescued before morning. They were
cut off from the ten men rescued by
a sudden rush of water and are said
to be on the upper level of the mine.
The miners, all of whom have wives
and children, were imprisoned in the
mine as a result of a rush of water
following the severest rain ever seen
on the Iron ranges of Minnesota. Efforts to prevent the further flooding
of the workings by bulkheading were
hampered by a frantic crowd of women
and children, who begged in a babel of
foreign tongues for news of the imprisoned men.

FREEDOM

FOR

REV. CAPPS

Arkansas Pastor Convicted of Murdering His Children Will Not
Be Tried Again.

--

to ensure complete success
take along a case of

The satisfying beverage

in field or forest;
at home or in town. As pure and wholesome as it is temptingly good.

Refreshing

Delicious
Thirst-Quenchin-

Send
for Free

At

g

Soda
Fountains
or Carbon
ated In bottles.

Dcmtn4 tbe GcnalsrM
Refut SubniUM.

Booklet.
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COCA-COL-

COMPANY,

A

Atlanta,

C.

Time for Final Rites.
A colored man had been arrested
on a charge of beating and cruelly
mistreating his wife. After hearing
the charge against the prisoner the
Justice turned to the first witness
"Madam," he said, "It this man were
your husband and had given you a
beating, would you call in the police?"
The woman addressed, a veritable
amazon in size and aggressiveness,
turned a smiling countenance toward
the Justice and answered: "No, Jedge.
If he was mah husban' and he treated
roe lak he did 'is wlf, ah wouldn't
call no p'llceman. No, sah, ah'd call
de undertaker." Current Literature.

YOUNG MAN HAD LAST LAUGH
Got Even for Snubbing Administered,
.Thought it Was a Mean Trick
on the Girls.

A young man played a mean trick'
on four modest young women In the
of a small town in York state
Fort Smith, Ark. Paul Little, prose- theater
recently.
The girls knew the youth,
cuting attorney, announced that he
snubbed him at the door of the
would nolle pros the charge of first but
to
degree murder against the Rev. Marlon playhouse by refusing to speak
decided to "get even."
Capps of White Bluff. Capps was con him. He
The girls occupied the first four
victed and sentenced to hang on a seats in
row and the young
charge that ha. burned to death his man had the sixth
the fifth seat. They paid
children, Prlscella, 4 years old, and
bo attention to him whatever. DurRosie, 2. The supreme court reversed ing
the early part of the program a
the sentence and remanded the case tnonologlst came out on the stage
for a new trial.
Book Referred to the Wrong City.
and began to talk about love. It was
The rrosecutor says he is forced to then that the snubbed young man
"How very peculiar!" exclaimed a
dismiss the case because his strongest got his 'chance to square accounts member of the Sunflowor club. "I am
witnesses, Bertha Capps, 15, and Ellis with the girls. Suddenly the mono-logl- to prepare a historical paper for the
Capps, 14 children of the defendant,
circle, and seeing a book entitled 'Roasked:
have repudiated their former stories,
"Will all the girls who are in love mans,' in the library while calling on
our minister's wife, I borrowed It
which primarily convicted their fath- please stand up?"
er, and would testify in his favor if
Turning to the girl next to him thinking It would be just the thing to
a second trial were held.
the young man said: "Please let me help me out"
"Well?"
out"
"It is all about St Paul, don't you
Naturally the whole tour had to
YOU CAN BANK BY MAIL NOW
When they know, the people of Rome are not menrise to let him go by.
General Burleson Re- were once on their feet the young tioned." Kansas City Star.
Postmaster
man settled back in his seat and
moves 8ome of the Postal SavMan's Freedom of Action.
grinned.
The rest of the audience
ings Red Tape.
God's decrees do not Just automaticroared in glee.
ally work out a certain program withWashington. "Banking by mail"
out human agency. It has pleased God
Is the latest Innovation entered into
Precept and Practice.
commit his cause to the care and
by the. government in connection with
Literary Lady (writing) The most to
devotion
of men.
the postal savings system. Hereafessential point in our intercourse with
ter deposits may be made by mall and children 1b to be truthful ourselves.
Speolat Kind.
withdrawals likewise effected through Every other interest ought to be sacrimarry, I want a woman
"When
I
to
ficed
agency.
of
truth.
that
the same
obey
me."
will
who
Tommy Ma, Mrs. Caller Is coming
When the postal savings system
"Then you want a wife to order."
In at the gate.
was first put in operation postmasLiterary Lady (angrily) If she asks
ters were forbidden to permit deposNatural Tint
for me tell her I'm out of town. (She
its by such persons as were not pat- resumes
"What color Is a river horse?"
writing.) When we In any
rons of the postofflce in which they
"I suppose it Is something of a bay.'
sought to bank. This was found to way deceive a child we not only set a
pernicious
example,
our
but
also
lose
""real
hardship on a certain
work a
Hrs.WlasloWs Soothing; Bymp for Child ran
a
depositors and Post- Influence over him forever.
class of would-bteetblDg:, softsns the gums, reduces
pslD.eoree wind eolto Jb a bottle.
master General Burleson abrogated
Confession.
the rule. Postmasters throughout
I kissed Bob last night!
It takes a lot of imagination to be
First Co-e- d
the country now are being advised of
a .poet, or even to Imagine you are
Second Chicken Is that right?
the change.
First Squab No; but it's so. Cali- one.
BORN IN A PASSENGER CAR fornia Pelican.
The mild mellow quality of LEWIS'
Single
cigar U what tbe smoker
Woman Gave Birth to Boy Baby on
What has become of the old fash want. Binder
Adv.
Frisco Train at Wlster,
loned girl who always said when a
young man tried to kiss her and
Oklahoma.
Even a fast young man can't catch
up with tomorrow,
failed: "Did you ever get left?"
Fort Smith, Ark. The smallest
"holdup man" In the world successfully held up a Frisco passenger train,
southbound, at Wlster, Ok. He got
$25.
As the train neared Wister a
woman passenger sent for the con
ductor. She was removed to the parlor car. When the train arrived at
Wlster she gave birth to a
boy. The train. was held an hour for
the arrival of a physician. Women on
the train took charge of the mother
until a doctor arrived.
e

Inflamma-tlon.allaj-

Veal Loaf

To Study Race Question.
San Francisco, Cal. Dr. S. Suihiro,
professor of international law at the
Imperial university of JCyoto, Japan,
arrived on the liner Tenyo Maru to
study the Japanese-America- n
question. He expects to be in the United
States about six months.

A Picnic Favorite

Good at homo. too. So handy for a dainty lunch when
you don't want to cook a meal. As a Sandwich Meat it has
no equal; there are a dozen other Libby Luncheon Specialties at
your grocers, tjet acquainted with them. Iry Libby s Veal UoM
slices.
friedi Cut the contents of one can of Veal Loaf into quarter-inc- h
Fry golden brown in small quantity of butter. Carniah with cress.
IA

CONDENSED

--

NEWS ITEMS

The Bulgarians have sunk their
steamers and two torpedo boats in the
Danube to prevent them from falling
into the hands of the Rumanians.
Beckwlth Havens has completed a
flying boat trip from Chicago to De
trolt. He followed the route planned
for the Chicago-Detroaviation cruise
and covered nine hundred mlTSs. It
Is said to have been the most remark
able trip ever undertaken by a flying
it

it
I'M

libby, McNeill.
Chicago
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FAULTLESS STARCH DOLLS

boat
What is said to be an archaeological
discovery of great interest to scholars
the world over is announced -- by the
museum of the University of Pennsyl
vania. It is a shattered tablet, upon
particles of which, pieced together,
are inscribed many of the missing
laws from the code of King Hamurabl,
who ruled Babylonia at a period estimated at about 2100 to 2300 B. C.
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Ill SUCH PAW

POLICY

HAD

Literally True.
The skittish maid had" captured her
sweetheart's purse, and was about to
open it. "No, no!" he cried warnlng-ly- .
"Don't look Inside!"
"Why not?" she asked. "Surely
there cannot be anything I should
not see."
There might be."
Then, that is Just why I am going
to open It," she explained.
You ought to be afraid to do

FOUND

BEEN

But Information as to Minister's Lost
Coat Afforded Little Satisfaction
to That Gentleman.

WOMAN TORE

PAflfti

IT

William M. Wood, the head of the
industry, said In Boston
woolen
For Aching, Perspiring Feet
apropos of the new tariff:
use Tyree's Antiseptic Powder either
"It listens good, as the slang phrase
sprinkled Into the shoes or used In
but will it listen good to the
solution. Never fails to relieve. 25c.
Testifie She Wa Restored goes,
very endf Won't the end be a dis- that."
at all druggists or sample sent free by
Lydia
by
to Health
mal surprise, like the tale ot the lost
She tossed her head. "I am afraid J. 8. Tyree, Washington, D. C Adv.
coat?
Pinkham's Vegetable
of nothing!" she exclaimed defiantly.
"A country minister, driving to
Compound.
Even light wine has been known
If that's so," he sighed, "when you
church with his new overcoat on. the look Inside that purse vou will be to produce a dark brown taste.
"Lydia E. Pink- - seat beside him, lost the ooat en scared to death!"
N. Y..
route, and announced his loss from
There are times when the scales of
ham's Vegetable Compound baa cer- - the pulpit
justice look fishy.
Thought She Had Met Him.
tainiy aone me ios
"'Dearly beloved,' he said, 1 met
1
Dinah was a product of New Or
H of good. I first heard
of It when i was a with a sad loss this morning. Some leans, a big, plump "yaller gal," who
girl and I always said where jon the River road, while driv- could cook the finest dinners for miles
ever name ing to church, I lost my fine, new, around. One day a new butler ap- that ill
overcoat If any of you peared upon the scene, and Dinah's
male trouble I would
find it I hope youll bring it to the mlstrees noticed that she took a great
take it
Interest in the man. At last her mis"I suffered from parsonage.'
"'It's found, doctor,' said a voice tress could stand her curiosity no
organic inflammation and would have from the back of the church.
longer and asked:
Heaven
'"Bless you, my friend
spells when I would
Dinah, do you know that new
be in such pain that bless you!' said the minister, beam man?"
To those who suffer from disI would tear my ing on the speaker gratefully.
Dinah took another long and scru tress after every meal, such as
"It's found, sir.' continued the tinizing look and then slowly and rem- clothes. One day my husband got the
wVint. the matter was voice. 1 came along the River, road InlBcently replied:
in
Flatulency, Heartburn, Nauxxtihej could not help me. My first just after you, and It wasn't there.' "
"Well, I dunno, Miss Alice; but I
sea, Indigestion, Cramps and
was f0P Lydia E. Pinkham's
think he was ma fust husband."
Wrecked Romance.
yegetabl e Compound and I sent my bus-tie- s.Constipation, it is cheering to
hnnA ont for it and took it until I was enMaxwell was nearly an hour late.
Thought.
Changed
Current
of
know that
reiy cured. I am a woman of perfect I wandered impatiently around the
man went into a
A
lobby, and when another page failed to druggist's. "Can you give me," he
heaith and my neaun ana nappiuc
.ama from Lvdia E. Pinkham's medi find him. I entered the telephone asked, "something that will drive
cine. Yoo may rest assured that l ao booth to make an attempt to reach from my mind the thought of sorrow
1l I can to recommend your wonderful
Mm.
and bitter recollections?"
On the pad in front of the instru
medicine to my friends." MRS. r red
Then the druggist podded, and put
z.
n.
Maione,
No.
8,
.
ment was written, "Call Plaza
Etonb, Route
up a little dose of quinine and
him
Suddenly a wild, delicious Impulse wormwood and rhubarb and Epsom has helped thousands 4ack to
Thm imccess of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots seized me, I would call up the num salts and a dash of castor oil, and good health during the past
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be ber and see what happened.
gave It to him, and for six months
"Give me Plaia
."'
sed with perfect confidence by women
the man could not. think of anything 60 years. We urge you to
inflamThe line buzzed a moment was si In the world except new schemes for
who suffer from displacements,
try a bottle also.
lent and then I heard a soft "Hello. getting the taste out of his mouth.
mation,ulceration,turoors,trreguiariues,
bearing-dow- n
song
backache,
as
volcel
Clear
the
a
Such
peons,
periodic
1
E
Ieeling,flatulency,indigestion,dizziness,
of a nightingale; as soft as a bab
No Fancy Shaves for Him.
bling brook, limpid and tender. It was
or nervous prostration, iyam r
The weather was warm, and Pat de
FLY KILLER fiS? STlTO K
ham's Vegetable Compound is the stan- vibrant breathless, eager, and yet cided to shave on the back porch. DAISY
fUa. heat, claafl, orin sjm kii in iiia si in namental,
dard remedy for female ills.
there seemed to be a uote of sup Mrs. Casey, across the way, observed
eonvaaiant.
pressed anxiety and emotion.
(
this.
Mad
ataa.
ten
"Hello," I answered, and then
mUvl,eantpl Mortis
'Pat," she called, "enure an' 01 see
AT LAST tatively. "It's good to hear your voice
HER OPPORTUNITY
or
not
aoll
"ill
"II TH
ye air shavln' outside."
again."
Uuarantaud
ffectlT.
"Begorra,"
did
responded,
"and
he
AM
ortieni
Mr. Tlmklns Naturally Anxious That
But the same glorious, musical note ye think 01 was
xpraaa paid for ll.M.
Judge.
His Wife Should See the Burglar
, T.
HAROLD SOMUS, 1& DtCalt) An., ftrooal,
came floating back:
at Work.
"Soft pedal and ten cents, please,
Strong Hint
before I give you your number."
"Miss Pinkie, how do you like my
"Can I believe my eyes!" exclaimed
And then the awful, awful truth was
NG
hew hat?"
Mr. Tlmklns of East Orange as he out The pompadoured,
The ww Wbiti Striped Mrint
"I
Mr.
like it ever so much better,
confronted the burglar. Mr. Tlmklns hotel operator had the voice. Ex
Smythkins, when you are holding it In
had been sent down In the middle of change.
your hand."
the night to Investigate a strange
noise, which proved to be the family
Saved $3.94.
ta.r.l0L.IUm.Tm.lT.
Her Occupation.
silver in process of packing up.
Mr. Foxey was out walking with' his
"She does pictures in burnt wood,
The burglar reached for his gun, wife yesterday morning. After doing
Sen
1'nlted States Ann; Regulation 8ho
but Mr. Tlmklns grabbed the hand in- a couple of errands in the vicinity ot doesn't she?"
catalogue describing shoes adopted by U.
"Yes; she's one of them artists 8.for Oovt.
stead,
the Sutler, he Inquired where she was
Guaranteed as represented or money
i
they call pyromaniacs."
refunded.
The Haynes 8ho Company, Lew
"Don't he said, giving the hand a going next
laton. Me. Ref. 1st Natl. Bk., Auburn. Me.
cordial shake. "You don't know how
"I must go to the Colonial Arcade
All Depends
Watson H.OolemanWaiih.much I'm Interested in yoo.. Stay now," she said.
DC Books free. High"What is a normal child, anyhow?" PATENTS Ingum,
awhile. I want you to meet Mrs. Tim- eat rusraaoes.
Mr. Foxey stepped to the curb and
iw
depends.
Boston,
In
it
"All
isone
kins."
signaled a car.
N.
powerful
spectacles."
WICHITA,
U.,
wears
NO.
W.
who
"While you're calling a copl Not
"Why, you silly thing!" exclaimed
on your life!" retorted the burglar.
Mrs. F. "We don't need a car to go
"No," said Mr. Tlmklns, "I Just want that little way. I'd rather walk."
you to stay while I call my wife. She's
"And I'd rather you'd ride," he anbeard you at work every night for 20 swered, firmly. "It only costs six cents
years and this is the first chance she's to ride, and it would cost six dollars
had to see you." New York Evening and waste two hours to walkthrough
ft
Post
that line of shops between here and
there.
Hod on!" Cleveland Plain
For Infants and Children.
SCALP TROUBLE FOR YEARS Dealer.

HER CLOTHES

PROMINENT SENATORS ENDOR8E
PLAN FOR NICARAGUAN

His Nerve Restored.
Hubbard "Slmpkins has got over
Pease
nervous prostration."
his
"How can you tell?" Hubbard "Why,
I met him on the street last night, and
he wanted to borrow twenty dollars."
Puck.

.

SUPPORTED

BY BOTH PARTIES

Ml.

to Become
Aroused Idea to Extend Move to
Other Nations In Canal Zona
May Meet Opposition.

Look For European Power

Washington, July 22 . Strong support has developed in the senate for
President Wilson's policy of protection and supervision over Nicaragua.
An Informal poll of the committee on
foreign relations today indicated that
the proposal Saturday by Secretary
Bryan would be Indorsed with a safe
margin of votes, an come Into the
senate with the backing of influen- tlal members of both political par- -

It became known definitely that the
proposal aoes not Dina me unuea
States to anv oblleatlons for the out- standing debts of Nicaragua. The re
habilitation of the republic's finances
is expected to come about through the
stability that would be given to fu
ture operations through the control to
be exercised by the United States.
Nicaragua would Agree to make no
debts in excess of her current re
sources, however, and the United
States would be given the right to inwith troops at any time to in
. tervene
sure Nicaraguan independence or to
protect life and property. Nicaragua
would agree to make no foreign treat
ies that would threaten her indepen
dence, and the United States would
pay Nicaragua $3,000,000 for an ex
clusive right to build a canal route
and for a naval base in the Bay of
Fonseca.
"The proposed control by the United
States over the financial operations oT
Nicaragua is virtually an enforcement
of the Monroe doctrine in advance,"
said 6ne member of the senate foreign
relations committee today. Senators
Hitchcock, Sutherland, Mark Smith,
O'Gorman and Stone expressed approval of the general principles of the
proposal.
Chairman Bacon, of the foreign rela
tions committee, who was strongly
opposed to the original Nicaraguan
treaty, said he believed the new pro
posal by Secretary Bryan greatly
changed the situation.
Bryan's proNow that Secretary
posal for a virtual protectorate over
Nicaragua has become public, state de- - j:artment officials are expecting in
quiries from tho European powers re
specting its details. Most of the diplo
matic representatives of the powers
are absent from Washington, at the
si mmer embassies and legations in the
north; consequently no views from
that quarter are available.
The suggestion, however, that the
plan be extended to cover all the ter
ritory near the Panama zone, has
aroused the keenest interest In LatinAmerican circles, with some hints of
optr'Bltion. Salvador recently made
come objections to the Nicaraguan
treaty in its original fornT, and Costa
Rica more reecntly 'objected to certain
provisions relating to the proposed
canal route, but the latter Is based
solely upon a calim for considera
tion In connection with the use of
San Juan river, which Costa Rica
claims as her territory.
-
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Gasoline Blaze Fatal to Woman.
Sterllig, Okla., July 22. Mrs. Ellen
Cahlll, In the presence of her four
children, was burned to death while
filling a gasoline Iron at her home,
near here today. The gasoline caught
fire, Igniting her clothing,, which was
burned off her body. The children
were unable to aid their mother.
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Harrison St, Elyrla, Ohio. "My
case was a soalp trouble. I first no
ticed small bunches on my scalp which
commenced to itch and I would
scratch them and In time they got
larger, forming scale or scab with a
little pus, and chunks of hair would
come out when I would scratch them
off. It caused me to lose most of my
hair. It became thin and dry and life
less. I was troubled for over ten
years with It until it got so bad I was
ashamed to go to a barber to get my
balr cut.
"I tried everything I could get hold
, but received no
and
of,
Auto Bandits Loot Four Stores.
using Cutlcu- cure
I
commenced
until
Tulsa, July 21. Tulsa experienced
Soap
when
Ointment
ra
and
the scale
a touch of frontier life this morning
commenced to disappear. The way I
when shortly
after midnight four used the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
masked bandits in an automobile was to wash my scalp twice a day
held up four drug stores and other with warm water and Cutlcura Soap
places of business, robbed the cash and rub on the Cutlcura Ointment I
registers and searched all spectators. received benefit In a couple of weeks
They escaped to the south and short
and was cured in two months.
ly afterwards the Taneho club house (Signed) F. J. Busher, Jan. 28, 1913.
six miles south of here, was also held
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
up and robbed. The booty is estimat throughout the world. Sample of each
ijUU
ed at
in casn and numerous free.wlth 32-- Skin Book. Address postwatches and pieces of jewelry.
card "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston." Adv.
Orphans' Home Building Burns.
El Reno, Okla., July 22. The Indus
trial building of the Masonic Orphans'
home, near Dralington, burned Satur
day night, with all Its contents. The
loss Is $30,000. An explosion of gaso
line Is supposed to have caused the
blaze. None of the boys were in the
building at the time, and no one was

A Message of
Good Cheer

d

268

Hubby the Brute.
Wife (enthusiastically after departure of guest) Strange your friend
Such a clever
has never married.

That's

ft-i

mm

Good.

"My husband has always been one
to encourage those who work for him,
remarked Mrs. D. to her sister.
"You mean he is always ready
give praise where praise is due 7'
"Yes, Indeed. When one of the men
does good work be is quick to say so
Night after night after he has been
late at the office, I hear him murmur
ing in his sleep: 'That's good! That
good!' And he always reluctantly con
fesses that he was dreaming about the
good work the men are doing at the
office. Oh, I'd so glad!"
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Use

A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

Worms .Convulsions.Feverish-nes-

and

s

Loss OF SLEEP

For Over

Facsimile Signature of

Quite the Contrary.
"Does Smith use a pseudonym
'
his writings?"
"Nothing of the kind. He prefers
fountain pen."

Ad
my

Bears the

neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
ill

Careful Henry.
"Jane," said her father, "how does
It happen that I find four good cigars
on the parlor table this morning? Did
Henry leave them for me 7"
"No; he took them out of his vest
pocket to avoid breaking them last
night and he must have forgotten all
about them afterward."
The laugh that followed made her
wish that she had been as careful
with her speech as Henry bad been
with his cigars.

ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
AVcgelable Preparation for As
simila t ingjhe Food and Regulating rhe Stomachs and Bowels of

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Tm Centaur

Thirty Years

Company.

NEW YORK.

P

fellow I
Up to Date.
Black Why was the divorce trial
postponed?
Why NotT
Stone Because the fair plaintiffs
Ton know, all roads lead to Roma."
"Well, what are roads for If not to presence was needed at the depart
ment of dreesflttmg.
roam on?"

Husband

That's" the answer.

Guaranteed under the Food aw
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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CANAL SAFE

SETTLED
A

PROTECTORATE OVER NICARAGUA
BY UNITED 8TATE3 PROPOSED
BY SECRETARY BRYAN.

ANA

STATE

IS

WILLING

INSURANCE

WAR

Compromise Reached, in Missouri
Trouble at a 8t. Louis
Conference.

MINING

111

NEW MEXICO I BIG

ACTIVITY 8HOWN BY U. 8. GEO
LOGICAL SURVEY REPORT.

GOAL

LAND

DEAL

NEW MEXICO

8ANTA FE BUYS $13,000,000 PROP
ERTY IN NEW MEXICO.

'

IN BRIEF

Following an Intermittent coference of two days' dura
tion with St. Louis Insurance heads, Largely Increased Production of Gold, St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Wealern Newspaper t;nlon Nt ra
Rervlra.
silver, copper, Lead and Zine
rianroad, with immense Deposits
Charles O. Kevelle, state superintenron JMIXO rcvisvrs
In 1912 Over Previous Year.
datks
and Coking Plants, Is Prize.
dent of insurance, announced that the
Ally.
Chautauqua Meeting at
tire risk war In Missouri had ended.
"luuiilHHlllir. Thirty-fourtSept.
h
Snn Juan
Neither he nor the men with whom Waatern Newspaper Union Newa Sarylca,
County Animal Fair at Farmlnjtton.
WeHtrn Newapaper t'nlon Newa Service.
7"19he had conferred, however, would diHan
J"11"
County
Kalr at
Albuquerque, N. M. The value of
A t
Des Moines. N. M. The Santa Fe
vulge any of the details of the comstnt
at
Albuquerque.
Falr
the
output
system
.8"n,T
mine
gold,
cop
of
has
silver,
Just purchased the St. Louis
, uMipinn
promise.
jjay at Maxper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico In Kocky Mountain & Pacific Company,
well.
Kevelle left for Jefferson City Imowns
which
1912,
the
name.
railroad
of
according
that
to
Charles
W. Hender
mediately after the conference. Just
Over 9,000 telephones are now In
son, of the United States Geological 200 miles in length, in New Mexico, use in
how the tangle caused by the passage
New Mexico.
together
with Immense bituminous
Survey at Washington, was $8,527,955,
of the Orr law was undone will reBrick making has been atari,!
deposits
coal
coking
plants,
and
and
as
against $2,704,843 In 1911, an in will operate
main a mystery until his conference
the property for Its own tho Maxwell plant.
with Governor Major. Both the state crease of $5,823,112.
use. This transaction gives the Santa
RosWell hopes for half A. npfir prrn
and the 'insurance men have made
ine production of gold showed an
control of oue of the finest and which it has already sold.
concessions, the superintendent said. Increase of $21,638: silver 1227.165: largest
coal fields of the West and as
An addition to the court hnnu
As a result of the compromise It Is copper, $3,107,979; lead,
$113,751; and eures it a supply of fuel that will last Carlsbad
Is o be built in the near fu
understood that the 132
zinc, $352,579.
iw ages.
ture.
companies which were restrained from
Socorro
county
Rocky
produced,
St.
chiefly
&
Louis.
Mountain
ine
withdrawing from Missouri only by a
The state militia held its annual on.
from the siliceous ore mines of Mosol
Pacific railroad, which extends from campment
mandate from the state supreme court Ion, $525,629
at Camp McDonald at Las
in gold, or 67 per cent of Raton to Des Moines, with a branch
egas.
will resume business here.
me total state yield. There were in to Van Houten in the same state, was
The Quay Countv Fair
creased yields of eold In Grant. Limn. completed in 1908, as the result of the
A MOB ROUTED SOCIALISTS
Otero, and Santa Fe counties, chiefly efforts of Jan Van Houten, who Is has filed Incorporation naitprn with
from siliceous, copper, and lead ores president and general manager.
It the state corporation commission.
When Sailors and Marines Went ihe output of placer gold was $16
was built in order to market the nro- Jesse Eaton, a vounsr Alton
926, against $18,714 in 1911.
Ashore at Seattle, Trouble Imduct of the coal mines which the com- lost the thumb and two finirera frnm
Of the silver yield Socorro county pany had developed on a tract which one of his hands by the explosion of
mediately Followed.
produced, chiefly from the Mogollon it owned and which contained 191,000 a aynamite cap.
Seattle, Wash. Crowds of "sailors district, 1,126,429 fine ounces, or 73 acres held in fee with mining rights
Work on the railroad from WhltA.
and marines from the Pacific reserve per cent of the state total. Grant in 328,000 acres additional.
Three water to Tyrone is nearlng complefleet at anchor in the bay, aided by county furnished 356,$57 ounces, chief years ago the company was placed in tion and it Is expected will be
in. ophundreds of men and boys who came ly from siliceous, copper, and lead the hands of receivers
but has eration by October,
downtown to join In the golden
"
ores: these two counties combined emerged from that condition and for
As the
Seattle's annual celebration, produced over 96 per cent of the total several months has been conducted on Ernestine result of accidents in th
mine near Silver City, one
attacked the Socialist and the Indus- silver yield.
a Profitable basis. Itn minlne rnnn. miner is dead
and three others seri'the
trial Workers of
World headquarOf the lead output, Grant county city Is about 10,000 tons a day and its
ters, sacking the buildings and dump- produced 2,309.732 pounds, chiefly coke ovens, 400 in number, have an ously, if not fatally; injured.
Romuldo
In Cnprvn rt.
ing the furniture into the streets.
from the Central district, the Mazda annual capacity of 1,400,000 tons. The liverlng woolAraeon was
and stated that he sold
Two distinct parties made the at- lena district, Socorro county, yielded ovens are at Koehler and Gardiner.
tack. The first, in the northern part 2,192,792 pounds; Luna county yielded
Connection with the Santa Fe ore wool last year for HW, cents a nound
of the business district, wrecked the b27,556 pounds, chiefly from the vie- made at Raton and Preston and with and got 11 cent this year.
The creamery at Tucumcarl outnut
Socialist headquarters near FiXh ave- torio district: and. the Gallinaa dis the Colorado & Southern at Des
23,000 pounds of butter for the month
nue and Virginia street. The second, trict, Lincoln county, yielded 103.911 Moines."
In the southern part of the downtown pounds. The increase for
cents, amounts
The company's capitalization Is $11.- - of June, at thirty-fiv- e
the state
section, attacked the Industrial Work- for 1912 was 2,527,796 pounds. Con 000,000 in stock and $7,500,000 in bond to $8,050.
ers of the World headquarters, dump- centrates contained 1,984,435 pounds and the cost of the property is given
aiat'o
The amount turned into th
ing the furniture into the street and of lead, and crude ore sent to smel by the reports of the interstate com treasury from the Insurance dennrt?
making a bonfire of it.
merce commission at $13,000,000. ment by Jacob Chavez, insurance tax
ters 3,509,583 pounds.
The tonnage of zinc sulDhlde con While the price paid by the Santa money was $9,077.77.
The road to the Burro mnnntnlna
BALLOON RACE . WAS CLOSE centrates from Kelly. Socorro county. Fe is not given, it is surmised that it
decreased somewhat, but the tonnage is close to the latter figure. AcouIbI- - has been greatly improved by its in- Official Figures in the Kansas City Con-teof zinc carbonate ore increased, with tlon of the property by the Santa Fe stanation, at points where needed, of
a resultant small increase in zinc not only means a greater develoDment galvanized steel culverts.
Announced by the Aero
yield for this county, from which of the mines, hut insures a nracticallv
"Club.
A rough and tumble fight at Max.
comes the greater part of the sine out- Inexhaustible supply of fuel for. the well resulted in the arrest nf aix mn
which parted with its for gambling, one
New York, N. Y. The distances In put of New Mexico. In addition to the railroad,
for conducting a
holdings in southern Colorado after gambling
the recent elimination race covered magnetic separation and
game, and one for fighting.
passage
the
proof
the
federal
law
respectively by the three balloons
mill of the
Co., the
Albuquerque is planning another biz
whose pilots were chosen as the team new concentration mill of the Ozark hibiting railroads from entering into auto race which promises to
be equal- to represent America In the internaCo. (with flotation equipment also). competition with coal mining comly as good as the last one if not bet
panies.
tional balloon race from Paris in Oc- was placed in operation in 1913. and
ter. This. race will be run on Lahnr
tober, have been announced by Major the output for 1913 may show a conDay.
Samuel Reber, olTlcial statistician of siderable increase. In January, 1912, Roosevelt to See Sacred Snake Dance
Silver City reports
snow to th
the Aero Club of America.
the zinc deposits at Hanover. Grant
Albuquerque. Colonel
Theodore depth of four inches that
fell In the Santa
A.
Upson of DetroK, In the Good- county, were reopened after being idle Roosevelt and sons, Archibald ahl
R.
year, the statistician announces, cov- a year, and a large tonnage of zinc con Quentin, were given a reception in Rita mountains on the 14th. In'the
ered a distance of C83 miles; John centrates was snipped from Pinos Al Silver City, then went to Demlng and valleys a terrible downpour of rain ocWatts of Kansas City in the Kansas tos. In Luna county a considerable visited the flowing oil well, in which curred.
C. A. Rising, of Santa Fe. was an-City li, 1W3 miles, and H. E. Honey; tonnage of zinc carbonate was shipped the
expressed much inwell of St. Louis in the Kansas City from the Cooks district, and several terest, after which they came to this pointed by Governor McDonald on the
rose, bj miles.
shipments of zinc carbonate were city and took a train for the Grand state board of embalracrs, succeeding
made from the Tres Hermanas and canon of the Colorado, where they A. Borders, of Albuquerque, whose "
will spend a week, leaving then with term had expired.
A MOTOR CAR UP PIKE SPEAK Victorio districts.
Mrs. L. J. Williams, "the oil oueen."
The number of productive mines In a pack train for the Hop! and Moki
The Trip Made on an Abandoned Road New Mexico In 1912 was 145, of which Indian villages to witness the sacred was arrested at Artesia. charted with
twenty-siwere placers, against 105 snake dances and to visit the Painted taking $50,000 worth of oil stock from
by Two Colorado Springs
in 1911, of which twenty wet's placers desert. The Roosevelts will be many tne room of a Mr. Clough. A hearing
Men.
The average total recoverable value miles from railroads and telesxaDh was had at Dayton.
Santa Rosa Rico, of Dona Ana coun- Colorado Springs, Col. H. Brown, a per ton of ore produced decreased during nearly all the time they are in
professional motor racer, and J. F. from $11.54 In 1911 to $6.29 in 1912, the Indian country. They expect to ty and William Hill, of Vaughn, GuaBradley of Colorado Springs drove a adding, to the large tonnaee of low be back in Albuquerque In six weeks. dalupe county, have been appointed
members of the mounted nolicn forc
motor car to the sum- grade copper ore handled by the Chino
by Governor McDonald.
La Cueva Ranch ProDerties Sold
mit of Pike's Peak the other day. The Copper Co. A total of 1,352,286 short
trip was made over the abandoned tons of ore from New Mexico was sold
Justlniaho Moya. who killed a wo.
Santa F6. Incorporation nauers for
Cripple Creek state road from Cas- ore treated in 1912. an Increase over tne La Cueva Land Company have man named Marcelina Villa Nueva. at
cade, west of here, and was especially 1911 of 1,11,9,587 tons. Of this total 106,- - been filed and F. C. Wilson Is named Progresso, Torrance county, July 4,
difficult and hazardous because of the 198 tens went to a amalgamating and as the statutory agent. The incorpor nas been captured at Vaughn, and It
cyanlding mills, 1,142,002 tons went ators are F. C. Wilson. H. D. Bowman now in the Estancla jail.
washed conditions of the roads.
They left Cascade at 10:30 o'clock to mills for concentrating, only, and and M. T. Dunlavy. The company Is
C. T. Brown, secretary and treas
104,086 tons went crude to smelters
In the morning and reached the sumincorporated for $1,500,000, of which urer of the board
oftrustees of the
mit at 4:05 o'clock in the afternoon.
Of the $420,447 In gold and 842,018 $500,000
is . preferred
guaranteed New Mexico School of Mines, repolvort
The last trip to the summit was made ounces of silver In bullion produced cumulative seven per cent stock, and official notice
from Secretary of State
in 1900.
in New Mexico in 1912, the cyanide the remainder is common stock. If is Lucero that F. A.
process yielded $383,698 in gold and said that Chicago capitalists are back his position as a Jones had resigned
member of the board
841,575
of sliver, the re of the enterprise and that the land of regents and that Governor McDonTARIFF FIGHT HAS BEGUN mainder ounces
being recovered by amalga Intended to be Improved is in Mora aid had appointed
J. E. Smith to fill
county,
mation.
tne vacancy.
The Underwood Bill Reported to the
The copper output of the slate was
Senate by the Finance
Superintendent Shelton of the Shin- Quarantine Lifted.
chiefly from Grant county, which proCommittee.
agency has been east for several
rock
duced 32,952,133 pounds, or 97 per
Springer. The secretary of aerl- months
purchasing high grade cattle
culture, under date of July 15, has or- and sheep.
Washington, D. C With the sub- cent of the total yield.
The stock arrived and was
dered
released
copper
quarantine
output
from
The
increase
in
the
for unloaded nt Farmineton.
mission of the report of majority memHa haa
scabies,
a
contagious,
communicable about twenty-twbers of the finance committee on the came chiefly from the operations of
head
of thorough
Underwood-Simmon'Tariff bill, for- the Chino Copper Co., which is mining disease of cattle, the remainder of bred Durhams, one bull alone costing
mal consideration of the measure was a great
copper deposit at the state of South Dakota and New $500, and also a large flock of six dif
begun In the senate, bflt it continued Santa Rita by steam shovels. This Mexico. In New Mexico the Quaran ferent strains of sheep.
a few moments only, due to the un- ore Is concentrated at Hurley, where tine is raised from the counties, of
Behind the Incorporation of the Co
Union., Guadalupe, Quay, Roosevelt
avoidable absence of Chairman Sim- a 5,000-toplant has been erected in Chaves, Eddy, that portion of Tor operative Investment
Company at
mons, detained In North Carolina on
five section, two sections being in op rance county lying east and south of Santa Fe is a movement by the 340 .
account of a death in his family.
eration at' the beginning; of the year the El Paso and Rock Island railway, or more Socialists of Quay county, to
WILSON INTO MEXICAN ROW 1912 and the other three being suc- that portion of Llnooln county lvins put their ideas to a practical test
cessively placed in opera'tlon during east and south of the El Paso and They plan to pool their holdings, takRock Island railway
me year,
The President Has 8ent for the Amer- December. the last being completed in of Otero county lyingand that portion ing stock in the company in return,
report
The
east of the El work the land in common, and share),
annual
of
this
ican Ambassador for a Confer
company shows that no more than Faso and Northeastern railway.
equally In the proflt3.
ence on the Subject.
four section of the Plant were oDer
John Grlner, the cowboy who wag
Colonel Twitched Appointed.
continuously for any part of the
Washington. President Wilson, af- ated 1912,
IdhupiI hv reported lost, has been discovered. He
Vegas.
is planned to operate
ear
it
but
Las
a
In
bulletin
ter an early conference with Secretary
The total gross pro- - the Archaeological Institute of Ameri- Is in Kansas, but not at the home of
Bryan, ordered Ambassador Henrv all five sections.
by this company was 29.237v
suction
ca it was announced that Colonel R. his mother, but at a small town a few
Lane Wilson at the City of Mexico to 966 pounds
of copper. The average E. Twitchell of this city had been in. miles away. Grlner disappeared in
come to Washington for a conference. copper
content of the ore treated was pointed as a member of the managlnc June, and although his horse was
Ambassador Wilson will hurry north 2.077 per cent, and the average
re committee. Colonel Twitchell was found in one place and his saddle in
on either the battle shtD Michigan or
covery of copper
in concen- one of the two men appointed in this another, he was not found andioul
Louisiana from Vera Cruz, if any de- trates was 61.C3 contained
per cent, equivalent committee from New Mexico, James play was feared. Later it was said
lay would be entailed by waiting for to
25.6 pounds of copper per ton of Sellgman of Santa Fe being the other he bad been found that be was In
a commercial steamer.
pre treated.
member from this state,
Kansas at the borne of bit mother.
St. Louis', Mo.
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Plan Is to Prevent Foreign Nation
From Getting a Foothold In
Neighborhood of the Panama Canal.
Washington, D. C. A new policy towards Nicaragua Involving the virtual
control of the nffairsxof that republic by a United States protectorate
similar to that now exercised over
Cuba was outlined by Secretary Bryan
at a private conference with members
of the senate foreign relations committee.
Mr. Aryan's proposal, comln
as a
complete surprise to most of the members of the committee, has been taken
by many senators as tho first
of a general policy on the
part of tho administration to extend
American control over the countries
surrounding the Panama Canal, and to
assure the stability of Central American republics and the dominion by the
United States of their relations with
other great powers.
Secretary Bryan went before the
committee with a revised draft of the
proposed Nlcara?uan treaty, negotiated first In the Taft administration,
by which the United States would secure exclusive canal rights across
Nicaragua and a new naval base in
exchange for $0,600,000 in gold.
As a new feature of the treaty, however, the secretary of s'ate proposed
that language similar If not Identical
with the Piatt amendment relating to
Cuna be injected in the treaty, giving the United States sweeping control of Nicaraguan affairs and the
power to regulate Its foreign relations
and Its finances. Under the proposed
plan, Nicaragua would agree in substance:
"That war should not be declared
without the consent of the United
States.
"That treaties would not be made
with .foreign governments that would
tend to destroy its independence or
that would give those governments a
foothold In the republic.
"That no public debt would be contracted beyond the ordinary resources
of the government as indicated by the
ordinary revenues.
"That the United States should have
the right to Intervene at any time to
preserve Nicaraguan Independence or
to protect life or property.
"That the United States should have
the exclusive right to build a canal
across Nicaragua, and should have a
lease to a naval base In the
Bay of Fonseca and to the Great
Corn and Little Corn Islands in the
Caribbean, with the privilege of renewing the lease. The United States
In return would pay Nicaragua $3,000,-00to be used in public works and
education."
It is understood the Nicaraguan government is willing to enter Into the
proposed treaty, because of
stability It would give to the present Diaz
government, and to the proposed re
organization of the fiscal affairs of
the republic. It Is understood a re
funding of the Nicaraguan debt, for
which about $15,000,000 is required,
does not form a BpeciBc part of the
negotiations laid before the senate
committee.
0
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RATES ON PARCELS

GO DOWN

Weight Limit for Merchandise Raised
to Twenty Pounds Cheap Delivery for Stores.
Washington, D. C Plans for the
extension, Improvement and reduction
in rates of the parcel post have been
announced by Postmaster
General
Burleson. The changes, which are to
become effective August 15, Include
p.n increase from eleven pounds to
twenty pounds in the maximum weight
of parcels and a material reduction
In the postage rates in the first and
second zones. The parcel post map
Is to be abandoned as a means of computing rates and the substitute for it
Is a rate chart individualized to every
postofflce in the United States.
The plans also contemplate the purchase of a large number of automobiles to be used exclusively for the
delivery of parcel post matter.
An Earthquake

In Germany.
Germany. The whole
kingdom of Wurt'emburg was shaken
by a sharp earthquake at 1 o'clock in
Many chimneys colIn the afternoon.
'
lapsed.

Stuttgart,

Turkey on
Constantinople.
haa Issued formal
to occupy Thrace

the Offensive.

The- - sublime porte

orders to the army
and Adrlaaople.
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